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INTRODUCTION

Study of the laws of the p-interaction has been in¬

tensive since Fermi*s original theory formulated in

193*4^^* Since 1956, however, the overthrow of parity

conservation in weak interactions has increased the

number of p-decay observables, and the interaction has

been established as being V - A. In particular, the cor¬

relation between the direction of a P-particle and the

circular polarisation of a y ray emitted after the p-

decay has provided valuable information about the laws of

p-decay.

With the basic form of the p-interaction established

as V - A, it is now possible to use the measurements on

p-decay to evaluate the nuclear matrix elements involved.

The importance attached to work on p-decay has therefore

swung away somewhat from the study of the basic p-

interaction, towards the investigation of nuclear structure.

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the

measurement of the p-eircularly polarised correlation by

the transmission technique, in general, and, in particular,

to measure this correlation for the highest energy p group
152

emitted by Eu ^ . The relevance of this measurement to

the study of the structure of the Eu"^2 nucleus is discuss¬

ed in Chapter 3, while Chapters 1 and 2 provide a brief

theoretical background and the glossary of terras necessary

to approach Chapter 3»
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CHAPTER 1

A BRIEF SURVEY OF 6-DECAY THEORY

1.1 The Perm! Theory of B-Decay

The phenomenon of 3-decay is a weak interaction be¬

tween four fermions, and its three observable effects
+

((3~ emission) and orbital electron capture) can be re¬

presented by the general equation

n + v ► p + e" •

Although 0 radioactivity had been recognised at the

close of the last century, the elucidation of the basic

processes above required Pauli's neutrino hypothesis (1931)
and the discovery of the neutron (1932). Prom this quali-

(1}
tative description Fermi developed in 193U the standard

theory of 3-decay by analogy with quantum electrodynamics.

The electrodynamic interaction can be represented by

a Hamiltonian energy density of the form

Ha _ * 3 A„e.m. a cl

where A (A, ^) is the four-vector potential of theOL C ,

electromagnetic field, and 3a(^, icp) is four-vector
current density interacting with A . Fermi, regarding 3-CL

decay as also stemming from the interaction of two polar

four-vector currents, replaced A and i with i , the
U» Ui p

lepton current, and J , the nucleon current, in order to

obtain the 3-interaction Hamiltonian density
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Hv * gv(7P Yn V<V \ ♦v5 + h-°-
where gy is the coupling constant for the (3-inter,action
(replacing the charge e in the electrodynamic case)^
the are the fermion wave functions

t Y^ heing the complex conjugate
of *)»

Y (-i£a, p) are the usual Dirac matrix operators
r*

constructed from the Dirac matrices a and 0

The hermitean conjugate term "h.c." represents

positron emission.

Since Fermi's original paper, the theory of 3-decay

has widened to include all possible couplings of the

fermion fields consistent with leading to a relativistic-

ally invariant theory. The most general Hamiltonian could

then "be expressed as a linear combination of contributions

from the five possible couplings} scalar S, polar vector

V, tensor T, axial vector A, and pseudoscalar P, each

with its own complex coupling constant. Derivative

couplings introduced by Konopinski in 1935^2'^^ were soon

found to give results which disagreed with experiment, and

were discarded. The experimental work which followed was

mainly concerned with finding the magnitudes of the

coupling constants.
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1.2 Modificationsto Fermi's Theory

The suggestion of Lee and Yang in 1956^^ that parity

is not conserved in weak interactions complicated the

problem "by allowing the introduction of pseudoscalar terms

into the Hamiltonian, which "became of the form

Hp = 2 O, tn)(Je 04 ♦„) + 2 0«(7p ot *n)
• C?e 0± Y5 *y) + h.C.

where i * S, V, T, A, P.

are the parity conserving coupling constants.

ci* are the »arity hon-eonserviiig coupling
constants.

0i are operators which can he expressed in terms
of the y's.

y5 * YlWV
There now arises the possibility of interferences between

the scalar and pseudoscalar terms in this Hamiltonian,

giving rise to new observables.

The stimulus of Lee and Yang's startling suggestion

led to great experimental activity which, as well as

verifying the non-conservation of parity in weak inter¬

actions, whittled down the number of participating coup¬

lings to V and A within two or three years.

The interaction, then, has been found to be express¬

ible as the coupling of two four-vector currents, and the

essentials of Fermi's original formulation still hold. The
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Hamiltonian density can be conveniently written

Vx) * t§ IVx) Vx) + h-o,l
Gp is a constant determining the strength of the coupling.

The experimental findings since Lee and Yang's

parity non-conservation hypothesis have, however, led to

modifications in the assumptions underlying Fermi's

original theory. Key experiments, on the helicity of 0

particles, the electron-neutrino angular correlation, and

the helicity of the neutrino, which had established that

only V and A couplings need be considered, also showed

that the particles participate in the interaction through

their left-handed components only, and the antipartides

through their right-handed components. Any fermion state

\Jf can be resolved into its left-handed and right-handed

components and /T by means of the operators

%(1 + Yfj) and %(1 - Y^) respectively.
♦ ■ ■ %(i + y5H + %(i - Y5H •

The lepton four-current i then takes on the form

*
_ %(i ♦ Y5)Y %(I + Y5Hv

which becomes

T
_ Y^ %(1 + Y5)^v

when the properties of the y matrices are taken into

account. This lepton current contains equally strong polar
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and axial vector parts, which can he considered to he a

consequence of the two-component theory of the neutrino,

which postulates only two (rather than four) neutral lepton

states:- negative helicity (left-handed) neutrinos and

positive helicity (right-handed) antineutrinos.

1.3 Nucleon Current

The nucleon current is so much more complicated in

form due to the strong interactions experienced hy these

particles that an explicit expression for J has not yet
r*

heen obtained. It is convenient, however, to separate

J into its polar and axial vector parts:
H*

j = jW + .

|i n n

(v) (A)
The most general operators Cr ' and 0V ' which

(V) (A)
generate J* ' and J* ', and which lead to the correct

M-

Lorentz transformation properties of these currents, con¬

tain three terms in each. The three terms in 0are!

the usual polar vector operator 1y » a "weak magnetism"
IX ' *'

I A)
term and an induced scalar term. 0; ' consists ofl the
usual axial vector operator ir Yc» an induced pseudo-

I?

scalar term and an induced tensor Interaction.

When the p-decay Hamiltonian is constructed from

these operators and the lepton current 3^, noting that
, MeV \

for P-decay the momentum transfer is small (a few —),

it is found that all the operators except iv and



iY. Yk make very small contributions. Then separation of

the temporal and spatial components of the currents leads

to the following expression for the 3~*-decay Hamiltonian

for a nucleus containing A nucleonsj

Hr = ft % + CA^3

where and are the relative strengths of the

polar and axial vector couplings, <r is the spin operator

- Yj-a, and f * is the isospin ladder operator, which0 9-

formally transforms the a-th nucleon from a neutron into

a proton.

The herraitean conjugate of the ahove Hamiltonian

expresses the 3+-decay interaction,

1.1+ B-decay Matrix Elements

The B*"-decay probability of a nucleus is proportional

to the square of the matrix element

where ^ and \jr-, are the initial and final nuclear
states. The leptonic part of M can be calculated with

considerable precision, whereas inadequate knowledge of

nuclear wave functions makes estimates of the nuclear part

very uncertain. For this reason, the nuclear 3 moments

are usually evaluated experimentally.

The lepton current appearing in evaluated



using, for the electron, solutions of the Dirac equation

for a particle in a Coulomb field, and for the neutrino,

free particle solutions of the Dirac equation. This cur¬

rent is usually expressed as a series expansion in powers

of p.r, where p is the total lepton momentum, the co¬

efficients involving the radial wave functions of the

electron, which must be evaluated at the position of the

transforming nucleon. Evaluating these wave functions at

the nuclear radius, to avoid the singularity at r = 0,

does not introduce appreciable errors, except in the case

of heavy nuclei. Very accurate evaluations of the lepton

current take account of finite nuclear size effects, and

corrections to the simple Coulomb field of the nucleus due

to screening by atomic electrons.

Prom the expansion of j in powers of p.r, or £
r*

where X is the lepton wave length, there arises a series

of matrix elements of Hp- between given initial and final
nuclear states. Fortunately, however, the character of

nuclei and leptons allows the termination of this series

after a few terms to be a justifiable approximation. For

nuclear 0-decay, energy releases are such that the lepton

wavelengths are considerably greater than the dimensions of

nucleiJ in fact ^ is of order Thus the terms in
the expansion of j rapidly decrease in magnitude.

H*

As regards nuclear states, it is important to realise

that the operators 1, or, a and produce matrix

elements of order of magnitude 1, 1, v/c and v/c res¬

pectively, where v is the nucleon speed and usually of
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©rder ^ •

The resulting matrix elements of are then con¬

veniently classed according to their order of magnitude

and the selection rules for nuclear spin and parity which

must he obeyed if they are to he non-zero. This classi¬

fication leads naturally to lists of the matrix elements

which can contribute to the various decays - allowed,

first forbidden etc.

1.5 The Allowed Approximations

The matrix elements of Ha«. of largest magnitude
P

arise from the operators of order unity, i.e. 1 and <?;
coupled with the term <x>° the expansion of
The two matrix elements which survive in this approxi¬

mation areJ

Selection Rules.

ll£°) a Cy<f) 2 V* | i > often

written J1 Al a OJ Ax a no

■<°> « I !>.«•"

written J«r Ala 0, -1 |
A % a no

(no 0 ~?*0) ,

These, then, are the matrix elements which can make the

largest contribution to allowed 0*"-decay.
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1.6 First Forbidden Transitions

The matrix elements of H^- one order of magnitude
lower than those of allowed decay can "be similarly col¬

lected and tabulated.

Matrix Element

c \o-.7
fir.'A )-'5

cv

cv f1"
°A f13*5

0

0

0, -1
(no 0 -»0)

Order of Magnitude

aZ

V„

aZ (where a i
fine stm*

Vjy constant

aZ

°A (B1J " CA [(aird+03r4f ^
(no 0 -9 0, lk

1 —* o)

Ax m yes for all elements.

s the
cture

ih'

1.7 The 'formal" Approximation

Order of magnitude estimates show that p-decay cal¬

culations which retain only the lowest contributing power

of v/\ in the lepton current expansion should be adequate

in most cases. This procedure is known as the normal

approximation.
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1.8 The Coulomb Approximation

For nuclei of large Z, the influence of the Coulomb

field on the electron wave functions "becomes important,

and the magnitudes of the terms in the lepton current

expansion can "become determined "by the term containing

the largest power of the parameter g » , which is

a measure of the Coulom'b energy of the electron as it

leaves the nucleus of radius R. For a medium-heavy

nucleus, £ is of order 10, whereas the 0 end-point

energy W is of the order of a few, and so the Coulom'b

energy £ is much greater than the final lepton kinetic

energy. The £, or Coulom'b, approximation amounts to

making the assumption g W , which can also he written

aZ ^ # , and thereafter discarding all hut the highest
o

power of £ (g ) which appears in the lepton functions.
(*>)

WeidewfflKllerw/ discusses the Coulomb approximation in

full, and illustrates his arguments hy giving expressions

for the ohservahles in the form of power series in g •

In this approximation, first forbidden decays with

A J « 0, £ 1 are expected to display energy and angular

characteristics identical with those of allowed decays.

For example, the 0-spectrum shape, for most first for¬

bidden decays is indeed just the statistical shape of the

tribute to a first forbidden decay for which the Coulomb

approximation is validj the other five matrix elements

appearing in the form of two independent linear combina¬

tions

allowed decays. The matrix element does not con-
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V « CA ^ir5 + £ » and
Y = -Cy |ia - g CA |i«Txr + £ Cy j"r ,

Two measurements, for instance of ft value and

£ - circularly polarised y angular correlation, give the
magnitudes of these two combinations. The individual

matrix elements cannot "be measured in Coulomb approxima¬

tion. To determine the matrix elements separately,

therefore, the decays which show deviations from this

approximation must be examined.

1.9 Deviations from the Coulomb Approximation

Several first forbidden decays with A J a 0 or 1

deviate from the expectati. ns of the Coulomb approximation

by exhibiting characteristics of the unique (AJ s 2)
first forbidden decays. Such decays have an abnormally

high ft value, an energy dependent spectrum shape factor,

and 0-y and 0-circularly polarised y angular correla¬

tions which are 0 energy dependent.

The validity of the approximation breaks down if the

linear combinations of matrix elements appearing in the -

2
£ term in the lepton current expansion is small, or if

the 0 end-point energy W is so large that g is no

longer » WQ. The combinations of matrix elements may be
small if either a) they almost cancel each other (the

"cancellation effect") or b) the matrix elements corres¬

ponding to A j s o and 1 are very much smaller than
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the element ^ B^ which is solely responsible for
unique decays. To explain this behaviour, a nuclear model

must be sought which introduces a selection rule inhibiting

Jircontributions from matrix elements other than This

is the so-called "selection mile effect".

1.10 Present Status of the Theory

vi/hen the many p-decay experiments are analysed accord¬

ing to the theory as outlined here, then there emerges

strong evidence for the application of the following

principles to p-decay.

a) Lepton conservation.
Oonsequencea

No neutrinoless double

0-decay.

mass

Zero
b) Two-component theory Simplest description neutrino

the neutrino of neutrino behaviour

c) Time-reversal invariance Real coupling constants,

d) A V - A interaction only

e) Conserved vector current

(CVC) hypothesis. dJ
mi H ZZZ 0
dx

f) The interaction is local No intermediate vector
boson exists.

The constants appearing in the theory have been

measured to be

G0Cy « (1.U1U9 - 0.0022) x 10~^9 erg. cm.3 J
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cA .

tA » - 1.18 - 0.02 .CV
The CVC theory (so-called "by analogy with electro¬

magnetic theory where the conservation of charge leads to

the continuity equation * 0, where
%

(7, icp) is the four-current density) postulates that
the vector coupling strength is conserved, even during

virtual transitions of the £-transforming nucleons. In

other words, the CVC theory implies a weak pion-lepton

coupling. The fact that J | £ j Cy j , taken along with
the CVC hypothesis, means that only the axial vector coup¬

ling has to he renormalised to take account of the strong

nucleon-pion coupling.

An important deduction from CVC theory is that there

is a relationship between the matrix elements j'ia and
, which reduces the number of such parameters involved

in first forbidden p transitions from 6 to 5» in general



CHAPTER 2

B-CIRCULARLY POLARISED T CORRELATION

2.1 Definition of Photon Circular Polarisation

In the literature of physics there are two common ways

of describing the circular polarisation of electromagnetic

radiation, the choice of method usually depending upon the

energy involved. At low energies, where the electromag¬

netic field description is largely according to the

classical wave picture, and energy is measured by frequency

or wavelength, circular polarisation is usually described

as a rotation, about the direction of wave propagation, of

the vector representing the electric field associated with

the radiation. On the other hand, at the high energy end

of the electromagnetic spectrum, it is more common and use¬

ful to use quantum concepts. Here, the important charac¬

teristics of electromagnetic radiation (or photon beam in

quantum terminology) are momentum and angular momentum.

That the circular polarisation of photons is associated

with their angular momentum has been beautifully demon-
( 6)

strated experimentally in the optical region by Betlr ,

who measured directly the angular momentum carried by a

beam of circularly polarised light.

The circular polarisation of nuclear Y rays is usually

described by considering the projection of the spin of the

photon on to its direction of momentum; with right circular

polarisation corresponding to parallel spin and momentum,
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the projection jx = +1, and left circular polarisation

corresponding to anti-parallel spin and momentum, the pro¬

jection |j. = -1. The photon, although having a spin of

one, has only the two possibilities (i = £ 1 ; the pro¬

jection fx = 0 is ruled out by the transverse nature of

its electromagnetic field. If IR and 1^ are the in¬
tensities of photons with right and left circular polari¬

sation respectively, then the degree, P , of circular

polarisation of the Y ray beam is given by

2.2 Production of Circularly Polarised Photons

The production of a circularly polarised Y ray beam

requires a polarised source, and simple angular momentum

considerations show that, in general, P. depends upon thec

angle between the photon momentum and the polarisation axis

of the source.

As a consequence of the non-conservation of parity in

weak interactions, the leptons emitted in p-decay are

longitudinally polarised, and, therefore, the recoiling

daughter nuclei can be partially polarised relative to the

direction of emission of the p particles. If these re¬

coiling polarised nuclei emit Y rays, then these Y rays may

be circularly polarised, with P depending, in general,

upon the characteristics of the p and Y transitions, and

upon the angle ©■ between the p and Y momenta.
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If, as in allowed Fermi p-transitions, the lepton

field carries off zero total angular momentum, then the

recoil nuclei cannot have their angular momenta polarised.

Any subsequent Y-ray cannot, therefore, be circularly

polarised. In allowed Gamov-Teller transitions, however,

the leptons carry off one unit of angular momentum, and

since the leptons are longitudinally polarised, so also

will be, in general, the daughter nuclei and any subsequent

Y-rays. These simple deductions from the Law of Conser¬

vation of Angular Momentum are very clearly developed by
(ihLipkin ''.

2.3 The B-circularl.y Polarised Y Correlation

The P-Y angular correlation observed with a Y detector

that responds only to Y radiation of circular polarisation

]jl , can be written,

w(&> |J.) » 2 Ak(p)Ak(Y)Pk( COS G)
k

where the coefficients

Ak((3) depend upon the details of the p process,
A (Y) " " » « " Y " ,

a.

the Pk(cos &) are Legendre polynomials,
the summation over k extends from zero up to

(2£+l) where t is the order of forbiddenness of the

p-deeay.

The electromagnetic Y processes are well understood,
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and so the A^Y) are known. These coefficients depend
upon the spins of the nuclear levels involved in the Y

transition, the multipolarities of the emitted Y radiation,

and the mixing ratio of the contributing multipoles. The

coefficients Ak(3)» on the other hand, depend upon the
3 particle energy W, bilinear products of the nuclear

matrix elements contributing to the 3~decay, the radial

wave functions of the 3 particle, the spins of the par¬

ticipating nuclear states, and the coupling constants of

the 3 interaction.

Contracting the notation, the correlation can be

written

to(©-, fi, w) = S nkAk(W)Pk( cos fr)
k

where the known A^Y) are incorporated in the coefficients
A^Cw). For allowed 3-decays the sum contains the two terms
corresponding to k = 0 and k = 1, whereas for first

forbidden decays the k summation contains the four terms

from zero to three. The terms involving polynomials of

odd degree are detected only when a Y detector which is

sensitive to circular polarisation is used.

The degree of polarisation of the Y-rays then becomes

p (e, w) = +1. w) - <■>(». -l. w)C «(©', +1, W) + w(&, -1, w)

A.(W)P_( cos $) + A,(w)P,( cos &)

A0(w) + A2(w)P2(cos &)
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A (w) is simply the p-spectrum correction factor C(W);
0

A2(W) is obtained frcm the p-Y directional correlation;
An(w) and A,(W) are then obtained from measurements of1 D

V ' '

The coefficients Ak(W) are bilinear functions of the
nuclear matrix elements contributing to the p-deeay. In

particular, A2(») oan be expressed in terms of e, the
anisotropy coefficient of the P-Y directional correlation,

and A^(W) is a function of the matrix element
However, first forbidden decays exhibiting the allowed

spectrum shape lead to little or no anisotropy e in

their direction correlation, and have a negligible contri¬

bution from In these cases, therefore, the cor¬

relation function w has an angular dependence which is

similar to that of allowed decays.

On the other hand, P_ for a p decay which involves

the maximum change of angular momentum allowable in any

class of forbiddenness, e.g. A I = £ 1 for allowed and

41 s 1 2 for first forbidden decays, does not depend

upon the matrix elements, and can therefore be calculated

exactly. The reason for this is that only one matrix

element makes a significant contribution to such a decay

( J~S- In allowed, and in first forbidden), and
this matrix element cancels throughout the expression for

P
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2.b Perturbed Angular Correlations

Angular correlations can be perturbed if the inter¬

mediate nuclear state (in the case of w (&, p., w) this

is the 3-decay excited daughter nucleus) has a sufficient¬

ly strong interaction with extra-nuclear fields through its

magnetic dipole moment or electric quadrupole moment. This

attenuation of the correlation is appreciable when the

lifetime, f, of the intermediate state is long, and when

the interaction energy, As, in this state is large. A

rough criterion for the threshold of importance of this

effect is given by

AE ,7r > "k ,

although the critical value of AE.t' will depend upon

the sensitivity of the particular apparatus used.
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CH.APTER 3

NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS ITT FIRST FORBIDDEN B-DECAYS

3.1 General

Beta-decay observables are analytically expressed by

homogeneous bilinear functions of the nuclear matrix

elements. As has been pointed out in Chapter 1, accurate

theoretical calculations of these matrix elements are

usually impossible because of the lack of precise knowledge

of the nuclear wave functions. These matrix elements are,

therefore, usually treated as parameters to be evaluated

experimentally.

Since only two matrix elements contribute significant¬

ly to allowed p-decays, their values for a particular

transition are obtained relatively easily by means of a

few (at least two) well chosen experiments. For a first

forbidden decay, however, up to six matrix elements can be

important, in general; and so their evaluation requires the

careful measurement of several (six or more) p-decay obser¬

vables. Unique transitions, however, depend upon only one

matrix element.

3.2 Non-unique First Forbidden Decays

Most non-unique first forbidden p transitions exhibit

features similar to those of allowed transitions; including

a statistical spectrum shape and a small p-Y directional
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correlation coefficient. This behaviour has been theoret¬

ically described by the Coulomb approximation. Since, in

this approximation, the matrix elements appear only in the

linear combinations

v - cA |iY5 ♦ % oA jV.r for rank 0

and Y = -Cv CA x - + f cv _f- for rank 1
(the matrix element is rendered insignificant by

this approximation), it is impossible to measure them in¬

dividually.

Several non-unique first forbidden decays, however,

display spectra which deviate from the statistical shape,

and when these p transitions are followed by a Y ray,

the (3 - Y directional correlation shows a large aniso-

tropy. These decays are also characterised by an abnor¬

mally high log ft value which ran range from about 9

to 12, compared with the more usual log ft values of

about 7 for non-unique and about 8 to 10 for unique first

forbidden transitions.

Considerable research work has been devoted to measur¬

ing nuclear matrix elements, in order to test proposed

nuclear models, and in the case of first forbidden (3-

decays attention has been focussed on the Al = 1 tran¬

sitions which show the above behaviour. The reasons for

this concentration of effort are that in these decays only

four matrix elements (those of ranks 1 and 2) can contribute
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and also, because the Coulomb approximation appears to be

invalid for these transitions, the possibility arises of

evaluating individual matrix elements. The four obser-

vables usually used in the measurement of these four

matrix elements are the comparative half-lives of the

transitions, the energy dependence of the spectrum shape

factors, the energy dependence of the j3 - Y directional

correlations and the energy or angular dependence of the

|3-circularly polarised T correlations.

The proposed explanation of the fact that these tran¬

sitions have nearly a "unique" behaviour is that there is

either a relative predominance of the second rank matrix

element due sorae selection rule effect, or

else there takes place a cancellation of some linear com¬

bination of the matrix elements of tensor rank 1.
(7}

Kotaniv '' has discussed these possibilities, and has drawn

attention to the fact that a measurement of the angular or

energy dependence of the 0-cireularly polarised Y corre¬

lation is one of the most sensitive ways of distinguishing

between the occurrence of the selection rule and cancella¬

tion effects. It was to help to clarify this point that

the present experiment on circular polarisation was under¬

taken.

3.3 The Nuclide Eu152
152

The highest energy 0 group in 12.k year Eu was

chosen for this study because it is a first forbidden,
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non-unique, Al a 1, transition which is not satis¬

factorily described by the Coulomb approximation, although

in this case ^ = aZ/2R is lh.l. The decay scheme^ ^
is shown in Pig. 3.1. It is a well studied transition, and

from measurements, of the four usual observables, Lipnlk

and Sunier^^ and Alexander and Steffen^10^ have calculat¬

ed values for the matrix elements involved. It is found

that the values of all four are inhibited, with the tensor-

type element £B^-j much less inhibited than the other
three matrix elementSjwhich are of vector-type.

Lipnik and Sunier find that the experimental evidence

collected for Eu^-^ is consistent with a theoretical des¬

cription of this decay based on the so-called "Modified

Approximation", in which only the parameters Y and

are retained. In addition, the values of the

matrix elements extracted by Alexander and Steffen show

that, since all the vector-type elements are reduced more

than the tensor type element a "selection rule

effect" must be operating to favour the emission of a

lepton field which carries away two units of angular

momentum, at the expense of emission of a field carrying

one unit of angular momentum.
152

The slowness of the decay of Eu can be explained

when one examines the level schemes of its daughters. The
152

level scheme of Gd is characteristic of vibrational

states of a spherical nucleus, and so the equilibrium shape
152

of the Gd nucleus is almost certainly spherical}
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152
whereas, on the other hand, the level scheme of Sm ,

is typical of a deformed nucleus. So it appears that the

nuclei Sm1-''2, EU1-*2 and Gd1^2 are in a transition

region where the nature of the levels is changing rapidly

from nuclide to nuclide, which will lead to a poor overlap

of the wave functions appearing in the nuclear matrix

elements. These matrix elements will therefore he small,

and the corresponding transitions slow; which is shown hy

the fact that the log ft values for all the transitions
152

from the ground state of Ea are abnormally large.

This quantitative discussion gives a plausible ex¬

planation of how it is that all the nuclear matrix ele-
152

ments for 0 transitions from Eu are reduced; it can¬

not supply reasons for the relative dominance of the

matrix element. To explain this "selection rule

effect", a more detailed knowledge of the structure of the
152

ground state of Eu is necessary.
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CHAPTER U

MEASUREMENT OF THE CIRCULAR POLARISATION OP GAMMA RAYS

U.l Introduction

Although the measurement of the circular polarisation

of Y rays provided important evidence for the non-

conservation of parity in p-decays, the technique had been

developed for other purposes in the years immediately

preceeding the Lee and Yang hypothesis of 1956. Several

sources of polarised Y-rays were known, and several measure-

ments were made.

(11)
0. Halpern in 1951 suggested that the circular

polarisation of the Y-rays from polarised n - Y reactions

could be measured using Compton scattering. Clay and
(12)

Hereford^ 7 in 1952 used Compton scattering from ferro¬

magnetic foils to study the polarisation of annihilation
(13)

photons; and in 1955 Wheatley et al. 7 measured the

circular polarisation of Y-rays emitted from a Co^° source

polarised at very low temperatures.

The measurement of the circular polarisation of Y-rays

is usually performed by scattering the Y-rays from polarised

electrons. This technique relies upon the existence in the

cross-section for Compton scattering of a term which depends

upon the relative orientation of the spins of the Y-ray and

the scattering electron. The total Gompton cross-section

can be written

<J~ as C + COS \|f0 o Y

where
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<T 1 + k ( 2 + 2k l + 2k
-2j = 5-° \ 2 - log 2

2Kr k / 1 + 2k k
o o c o o

log(l + 2k ) 1 + 3k
+ * 72

2k0 (1 + 2k0)

is the well known expression for unpolarised photons and

electrons,

OJ 1 + Uko + 5k02 (1 + k0)log(l + 2k0)
ko(1 + 2ko)2 21co •

is the part of the cross-section sensitive to Y-ray

circular polarisation and electron spin}

^ is the angle "between the momentum of the incident

photon and the spin of the scattering electrons
eS

r is the classical radius of the electron = -Sj j0
mc

2
kQ is the energy of the incident photon in units of mc .

Pig. j+.l shows c /2TT'ro as a function of kQ.

This polarisation-sensitive phenomenon has been

developed into a measuring technique in a few different

geometrical arrangements. One of the major difficulties of

applying this phenomenon to the measurement of circular

polarisation is obtaining a sufficiently dense assembly of

polarised electrons to act as an efficient scatterer.

Magnetised iron is a possible scatterer, although its

polarisation detecting efficiency is low because only two

of its twenty six electrons are polarised at saturation.
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U.2 Forward Scattering Method

Forward scattering of Y-rays from magnetised

iron is a well established technique for measuring circular

polarisation, and the general features of a typical appa¬

ratus for investigating a £5 - Y circular polarisation

correlation are shown in Fig, U.2. The asymmetry in the
M

coincidence counting rate as the magnetisationAis reversed
gives a measure of the circular polarisation of the Y-rays.

The details of such a measurement will be given later when

the experimental set-up used in the present work is des¬

cribed.

The first measurement of a 0 - Y circular polarisa¬

tion correlation was performed by Schopper^1^ using this

technique. The method has the advantage of providing a

large solid angle for the Y-rays, but has the disadvantage

that it is difficult to vary the angle between the £5- and
(15)

Y-rays, (See, for instance, Saigntignon ). Schopper

has given full details of performing such an experiment,

ana has included a discussion of the corrections necessary

to take account of finite geometry, photon absorption in

the iron, and plural scattering.

U.3 Transmission Method

The measurement of the circular polarisation of Y-rays

can also be carried out by transmitting them through mag¬

netised iron. The first use of a transmission magnet was

by Gunst and Page^"^, who, in 1953» measured for
c
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(17)
2.62 MeV Y-rays. Lundby et al. were the first to

apply this method to the measurement of a 0 - Y circular

polarisation correlation, and their results were published,

only a few months after those of Schopper. Fig. h.3 shows

a simplified lay-out of a correlation experiment using the

transmission method. As in the forward scattering tech¬

nique, the measurement of the polarisation of the Y-rays

consists of a determination of the asymmetry in the coin¬

cidence counting rate as the magnetisation is reversed.

The advantages of the transmission method over the

forward scattering method are that the Y energy dis¬

crimination is superior (the Y lines are considerably

broadened by scattering), and that the angle between the

0- and Y-rays is more easily varied.

Since this was the technique chosen for the present

work, it will be described in some detail.

b.k Theory of the Transmission Method

Consider a beam of photons, of energy kQ, propaga¬
ting along the x direction. If the beam consists of N+

photons with spin parallel to momentum and N with spin

and momentum antiparallel, then the circular polarisation

PQ of the beam is given by

_ H+ - K"
c + — •

N + N

Let the transmission iron contain n+ electrons per unit

volume with their spins parallel to the x direction, and
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n electrons per unit volume with their spins in the

opposite direction. Due to end effects, the magnetisation

of the iron will not "be uniform, and the behaviour of M

is indicated in Fig. 1+.1+. However, the spin of a polaris¬

ed electron is antiparallel to M, and so the angle

between the photon momentum and the electron spin is

obviously a function of x.

If the Compton cross-section is written as

cT = (T + cos to
o c

the absorption of the photon beam can be expressed as

N+(x + dx) = N+(x) - (n++n~)^N+dx - n+<r cos ijr(x)N+dxo c

- n~* j-cos i|r( dx 9

N~(x+dx) = N~( x) - (n++n"") <r_N~dx - n"<S~ cos t(x)N*"dxo c

- n+j-cos \|r(x *cN •

These equations can be contracted by introducing

N = N+ + N" P = N+ - N"

n = n+ + n~" p = n+ - n" .

Therefore

H = <^n(x)N(x) - <rQ cos *(x)p(x) P(x)

H = - <Tcos ^(x)p(x) - <Tn(x) P(x) .

The only properties of the photon beam of interest here are
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its intensity N and its circular polarisation Pc = P/N,
and so the team can he represented by the stokes vector

TT\
(1from which the linear polarisation components haveP

been omitted. With this notation

-f" (2) = - A(x) (J)dx P P

where A(x) is the matrix <5' + <J~cos\jf( x)p( x)/^°0
\ 0 1J \1 0 /

The equation for solution is now

(**) + A(x) (I) = 0 ,dx P P

which can be solved by introducing the integrating factor

e Then

^A(x)dx (p)J = 0 integrates to

e ■^A^x^<3x a constant - (p°) » "the original

beam.

(£) - e~ /A(x)dx (y
with (*A(x)dx = /1 °\ Lf <r n(x)dx

V 0 1 J o 0

/ 0 1\ Ii(-
+ ( 1 Q) J °c C0S ^X^ ^ '

where L is the length of the magnet. However n(x), the

number of electrons per unit volume of iron, may be assumed

to be independent of x ; and so

L

J
o

Lr
J <rQn(x) dx = .
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Defining the magnetic length, Lm» of the magnet "by
L

<rQ P Lm = cT p(x) cos »|r(x) dx ,
o

where p is the value of p(x) where the iron is saturat¬

ed, leads to

N -/"criifj ?) + <rpL C? M] /N \
(J) « eio 0 1 0 ra ll (p°)
The matrices can be removed from the exponents by

realising that since

'1 ON
„ t2 _3I = (0 i) = 1 = I = etc.

-<r nLI -<r nL
then e ° = I e

0 1 2 3
Similarly, if J = Q) , then J =1, J = J, etc.,
and so

etc.
0 m 2*. 3.

= [cosh(<rcpLm)]l - (sinh(<rpLra)J J .

Introducing

E = s, the electron polarisation at saturation

<rn = a , crn = a
o o' c c

_ /
* -

f the effective electron polarisation,

simplifies the equation expressing the behaviour of the

photon beam to
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-a x / cosh a Vl - sinh a -/iA /T$
e 0 ( 0 *

-sinh. acVl< cosh acvL / lPQ(

It is now very easy to calculate the asymmetry in

transmission through the magnetised iron when the magnetisa

tion is reversed. With the magnetisation in such a direc¬

tion that a j| kQ (V positive)
A "*a ^ / /

N = n = e 0 (N cosh a Vl - P sinh ay
o c o c

And with a antiparallel to negative)

N = = e 0 (NQ coshaj/L + PQ sinh o^Vl) .

Therefore, the asymmetry

ai^Ni = _ p yL

In practice, acVL is of order 10*"2, and so to
within about 0.1% one may write

E = - Pa/L .c e

It is worth pointing out here than many authors,

including schopper^ , quote the asymmetry as

E = - tanh P a "v/l .
c c

Although this is wrong theoretically, due to an over¬

simplified scattering model which neglects the change in

polarisation of the photon beam as it proceeds through the

magnet, in practice P tanh o.-V'l is very close to

tanh P a.^/L because L is so small and j Pq j is, of
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course, no greater than unity.

In fact, I P tanh aVl k tanh P Va L , the' | C C • C C I

equality occurring when L = 0 or P„ = The in-I w I

equality of the two expressions is greatest for small VQ I
but for any measurable value of Pc» the disparity is
less than 1% for values of a VL less than about 0.2,

v

which corresponds in an iron transmission magnet to a

length of less than about kO cm. As L tends to infinity,

the two expressions for the asymmetry E tend to different

asymptotic values; the expression derived here tends to

-Pc, while that quoted by Schopper tends to + 1, the sign
depending upon whether P_ is positive or negative.

This estimate of the length of magnet which will pro¬

duce a 1% difference between the two expressions for E

depends, of course, on the magnitude of crQt which is a
function of the photon energy. It must also be pointed

out that the plot of —^ "g versus k quoted by Schopper^1^
2xr

o

is in error in two respects. Firstly, should be
w

negative at small photon energies; and secondly, the mag-
<T _

nitude of is too large by a factor of two
2xr

<r-
(Schopper is possibly plotting ° ■_ rather than — *-)

xr 2xr
o o

A correct plot of 6^ is given by Gunst and Page^1^, and
also in Fig. 1.
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U.5 The Polarisation-Detection Efficiency of a Trans¬

mission Magnet

The properties of the transmission magnet relevant to

this experiment are contained in the factor a Vl. How-
v

ever, the calculation of this expression for a particular

case gives rise to considerable difficulty, because of the

uncertainty in the distribution of magnetisation throughout

the magnet. Chesler^19 ^ has discussed the polarisation

detection efficiency of transmission magnets, and in the
'

interpretation of his illustrative experiments he had to

introduce an empirical factor, G, into his magnetic length

to take account of end effects.

The geometry of Chesler1s magnet is shown in Fig. U.5,

and in the analysis he assumed that the end effects are

confined to the cheek plates of thickness t. He then put

the effective magnetic length of each end plate equal to

Ca„st, where G is some factor K. 1, and found that hisc *

theory and experiments agreed if C = 0.17. Simple

geometrical considerations led him to expect c to be

about yj- ; and perhaps it is not surprising that the ex¬
perimental C was somewhat lower than this, when one con¬

siders that the end effects were unlikely to be confined
2t

solely to the end plates. His magnets had of the

order of a half, and so the importance of this factor G

in determining his final result was considerable.

It is one of the aims of this present work to attempt

to measure the polarisation-detection efficiency of the

transmission magnet used.
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b.6 Optimum Length of Magnet

Although the counting rate asymmetry S increases as

L increases, the Y counting rate decreases by absorption,

and so there results a greater statistical uncertainty,

AE, in E. An optimum value of L can therefore be

found which leads to a minimum fractional statistical un-

A E
certainty, /E, for a given counting time,

+

Assuming that the counting rates, Ny , obey Poisson
statistics:

+

A e
^ V2 +

E ^ ....... - (since Nv is almost equal
IC - Nv 1Y Y

to »; ) ,

and using the interaction matrix for the magnet

T , cosh a Vl - sinh a v L
—a L / c c

e 0
-sinh a VL cosh a v L

AE
E

-aQL ,
V"2e —T f N cosha Vl - P sinh a a/l 1 *o c o c J

-a L /
2e P sinh a VI

o c

Since P /N = P , and P sinh a V'l <"< N cosha VL,
a o c o c oc*

aoL/2Ae I _ e
E V2 ,/j? P sinh a Vl

o c c

0
(since ae» L <"<" 1)

✓2 VK0 P0 aVl
a V2

e

V2VH P (T nsL
o c c m
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If the magnet geometry is as in Pig, k»5, then assum-s *

ing that end effects (non-uniform M) are confined to the

two regions of length t, as L is varied^only £ changes,
Then L = -6 + 2t, and L = 4> + 2tC, where C is' m

Chesler*s constant. In addition, a fixed counting time

means a constant NQ.
Then

Ae
E

For minimum

at a 4,
e ° , e

V*2 Pc<Tns(4 + 2tC)

E
a , AEv

> = 0

constant

I

,°0 2
a

2( -d + 2 tG) (4 + 2tC) i
giving (•£ + 2tC) =

a.
= 2\, where \ is the

free path.
X

= 0

mean

In other words

But

m
2X

JL
L

m

■d + 21
e + 2tC

2t

> 1

1 +

Optimum L ■e

l +
2tC

2\

and using Chesler*s values for ~ and C, a practical

condition on L is

L ^ 3X

If Lm = 2\, then the counting asymmetry,
becomes
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2P y
E = - —9 where Y is the

m tt c

polarisation dependent part of the Compton cross-section

per atom, and f is the total absorption cross-section

per atom (including photoelectric effect and pair produc-
2 Va/

tion). The dependence of ' on is shown in

Fig. &.1, where it can be seen that, for a completely

polarised Y-ray beam, the maximum asymmetry Em is of the
order of three percent.

A 3
Fig. h.6 shows that the minimum value of

occurring at = 2X is not a sharp minimum, and so the

accuracy of a measurement of E does not depend critically

upon the length of the magnet, provided 0.5 <1 Lm<C 5» or so.
X

h»7 Scattering: Corrections

The above analysis of transmission rate asymmetries

assumes that only the transmitted beam is detected. In

practice, to obtain reasonably high Y counting rates,

the discriminator in the Y channel must be set to accept

a finite range of Y counter pulse height, and so photons

scattered through small angles may also be counted.

Chesler^ has investigated this problem, and has extended

his calculations to include 5 scatterings. His calculations

show that the asymmetry produced by circularly polarised

photons scattered in the forward direction is, in general,

relatively large and may differ in sign from the asymmetry

produced by unscattered photons. The effect of scattered
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photons must, therefore, "be taken into account when using

the transmission method. Ghesler gives the multiple scatter¬

ing corrections to be applied to the pure transmitted

asymmetry for various values of photon energy, magnet length,

magnet to Y counter separation and Y discriminator setting.

The corresponding correction to be applied to the

circular polarisation results of the forward scattering

technique has been experimentally investigated by Schoppei20^
and found to be small (about a few percent), even although

the intensity of multiply scattered Y-rays may be greater

than 30% of the total Y intensity reaching the detector.

U.7b. Single scattering Correction Calculation

Chesler*s scattering corrections, computed by a Monte

Carlo type calculation, are quoted only for a few geo¬

metries and energy discrimination levels, and so the results

cannot be directly applied accurately to other geometries.

Because it is expected that, for a narrow window in the Y

analyse^ single scattering will make the largest contribu¬

tion to the scattering correction, it would be useful to

calculate an analytic expression for the single scattering

correction which can be applied to any particular apparatus

Let the Y-ray beam be scattered through an angle &

having traversed a distance x in the magnet (see Pig.

U-.7). The scattered beam is represented by a Stokes
(21)vector
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V scattered
3-t ot

' i* 2 (f~)2(R *) e-A (l)o vkQ' vc d P' incident at x

where a = 1 + cos2& + (kQ - k)(l - cos »)
b at -( 1 - COS ©•) (i£0 cos $• + k) ,a

C = -(1 - COS ©>)(k COS £ + • S.

d « 2 cos & + (j£0 - Jt)(l - cos &) cos &

d/1 «• is the ele lent of solid angle into which the
beam is scattered.

The beam has therefore travelled a distance x before

scattering, and a further (I - x)aec ©• before emerging

from the iron. Neglecting magnetic end effects, the spin-

dependent cross-section for the scattered beam is accos
since the angle between k and s is The Stokes*

vector of the beam which is scattered at x to the detec¬

tor is then

/ N\ / Transrai tted\ / Scatteredt, Traneanit tedt, No,
scattered at= fron * to L at x to * P°)
x to detector

-a ( k)(l-x) see©- ' ' (L-x) sec9-) - sinh( same)
w

To calculate the total beam scattered into the detector

through an angle €►, the above expression mist be integrat¬

ed over x from 0 to L. The following approximations

are made to facilitate the integrations

e

-sinh (same)
cosh (same)

a0(k) = W »
a (k) a a (kj .c c o
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These are justified by the fact that a and a vary
U w

fairly slowly with energy, and in most experimental
k •• k

situations — is of the order cff 10-20% only.
ko

w -a L a L( l-sec©-) -a x( l-sec©0 o v o

,\ (J) = e 0 e ° e 0 *r02(i)2d/)ndx
cosh a V(L-x) - sinh ( same)\ /a b\ / cosh a.Vx - sinh <x\/x\
-sinh (same) cosh (same)/\c dy[-sinh a x - cosh a^/x t

These matrices do not commute, and in order to

juxtapose the matrices with hyperbolic elements the follow¬

ing relation is useds

( coshX - sinh X\ /a b\ /a b \ /cosh X - sinh X ^

-sinh X cosh X i[ e d / 3. / \-sinh X - cosh X t

/N

IP

+
(b-c)sinh X (a-d)sinh X

*( b-c) cosh X -( a-d) cosh X

For small X, this last matrix has much smaller

elements than the elements in the product matrix which is

the first term on the right hand side. This small matrix

is associated with photon spin-flipping, and will be

neglected. The matrix triple product now becomes

ra b\ / coshac'v/(L~x) - sinh(same)\ / coshc^-v/x - sinh a-c"\/x
kb a / V-sinhC same) cosh( same)/(-sinha Vx cosh aVxC Q

/ a b \ / cosh oe-qVL - sinh aQVL
V b a / I -sinh a VL cosh a Vl

\ C G

which is independent of x.
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The integral over x is then simply

-a x(l-sec &)
e ax

-a L(1 - sec©)
. 1 ~ « °

a (1 *" secf>)

Collection of all L-dependent factors gives the factor

-a L( sec ©• - 1)T uv ocu - a; /n

V f 1 - e 0 1 1
1 a L(sec & - 1) )

Le
C ao

—a L
= Le ° x5(aQL, sec »)

-a L( sec©1 — 1)
1 — e ®

where /d(a L, sec©) =#0 a0L(sec © - 1)

To obtain the total scattered beam, an integration over

solid angle, A , must be performed. This integral is

/I max 0 v 0 -aJL. / a by coshacVL -sinh amax o i, 9 -aL /a oy

/ *». <£> — (d airsinha. V L cosha V L
c c

= nLe
-a L / a t \ / cosh x *\/L -sinh a >/L

°
( - - )l
\ b a /I-sinh aVl cosh a Vlx c c

-/) max
9 ^ . c

.)
/ a \ max

where ^ ^ J = £rQ2 f" (Ji.) /(aQL, sec©)d/) (J b'
o

vL

These integrals can be easily calculated on a computer,

using the relations:
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o
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j let co
n
2%

(l - cos

• *. sec & - 1 =
(o

, _k_
• k_1-co 1 + k0o.

»)

(0 ss 7"
max k

min

JL_
k„

where k . is the minimum photon energy accepted "by the
min

photon detector.

The scattered beam can now be written

(N)VP;
scatt.

-a L /
- e 0 (

"SLn bLn\ / cosha^V'L
bLn aLn/V-sinha V L

-sinha V L
c ,

cosha V L
c ) ft)

The total beam arriving at the detector is then!

(?) (?) + (p)
total transmitted scattered

—a L
o

= e

Substituting

1 + 5Ln)cosh ai^/L
£-( 1+aLn) sinh a^L

Mil

V( 1 + aLn)2 - (bLn)2

bLn sinh a v L)
C J \77

bLn cosh a.^/lJ s

= sinh \|f'

same

same

and
1 + aLn

V(1 + aLn)2 - (T)Ln)2

(p>Ftotal

-a L
- x2 ,-^.2

= e ° V(l+aLn) -(bLn)

cosh \|f'

cosh(aVL-V)

-sinh(acVL-V )
•sinh(

cosh(

a Vl —\|r')
c T '

a/L-t*)

Therefore the corrected transmission rate asymmetry
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E = - tanh( a„V L - \|rf) for P„ = +1
cor. x c Y ' c

where tanh \jr• ^ \|/1 = is the single
(1 + aLn)

scattering

correction.

The justification for neglecting the spin-flipping

terms lies in the fact that the ratio of the magnitudes of

the elements in the matrix expressing spin-flipping to the

elements of the matrix representing single scattering is of
2

order w ; being < 0.2, and often much smaller.

This approximation is therefore more valid the smaller

0)
. is, i.e. the higher the energy and the smaller the

TCI

window in the photon energy analyser.

The calculated single scattering corrections to be

applied to the pure transmission asymmetry are shown in

Pig. I+.8, and the transmission asymmetries corrected for

single scattering are shown in Pig. 1+.9, where it is

immediately seen that this correction is a very important

one - amounting to about 10 to 20% for typical experi¬

mental conditions. Under certain conditions - photon

energies around 600 keV, or high photon energy coupled with

a wide Y analyser window - the correction can be much great¬

er than 20%.

The curves shown in Pig. U.8 and Pig. k.9 were computed

on a PDP-8 computer} the calculations using the Y-ray
( 25)

absorption coefficients for iron tabulated by Davisson ,

and the following constants:
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3
density of iron = 7.86 g/cra

J S| = 0.08
21+ 3

n » 2.2 x 10 electrons/cm
2 -21+ 2

2xr0 = 0.1+99 x 10 cm •

p = +1
c

The single scattering corrected curves in Pig. 1+.9

show very similar characteristics to those of Chesler^1^*
even although Chesler includes multiple scattering up to

fifth order. This agreement justifies an attempt to extend

these calculations to include multiple scattering, to

improve the calculation by removing the approximation

aQ(k) as ao(kQ)f to include the photon spin-flipping
terms, and to take account of finite detector size (which

makes an, a function of both x and photon energy dis-max

crimination level). Such calculations are at present being

carried out, and preliminary results including multiple

scattering (of all orders) are shown in Pig. 1+.8. So far,

the calculations have given corrections which are slightly

in excess of Gheslerts values, but it is expected that

agreement will be improved when all the above refinements

have been incorporated.

The multiple scattering correction which has to be

applied to the polarisation-detection efficiency of a

transmission magnet can be calculated with greater accuracy

than can the corresponding correction to a forward scatter¬

ing magnet, because of the rather complicated averaging

over geometry which is involved in the latter^®' 20).
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On the other hand, the forward scattering technique does

not run into the non-uniform magnetisation difficulties

which limit the accuracy of the transmission method.

4.8 Measurement of the Magnetic Length of the Magnet

The distribution of the magnetisation M within the

core of the transmission magnet is difficult to calculate,

especially near the ends of the core, and especially near

saturation where the relative permeability of the iron is

low. This leads to one of the major difficulties of the

measurement of Y-ray circular polarisation using this

technique, namely the calculation of the magnetic length

of the core,

As already mentioned, even Chesler* s thorough cal¬

culations of the asymmetries expected from his transmission

magnets assumed uniform M, and end effects were accounted

for by introducing the empirical constant C, which was

adjusted to bring about the best agreement between theory

and experiment. The corrections to the pure transmission

asymmetries to take account of end effects were large, and

could amount to about 20%.

This difficulty of calculating Lm suggests seeking a
method of measuring it, and it is one of the purposes of

the present work to investigate the possibility of devising

a technique for measuring magnetic lengths of transmission

L

o
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magnets. If such a measurement can be made, then the

measurement of Y-ray circular polarisation is independent

of assumptions concerning the behaviour of the magnetisation

within the core of the magnet.

Many workers make relative measurements by calibrating

their polarimeters with Y sources of known polarisation.

However, because the polarisation detection efficiency is,

in general, a function of photon energy, this calibration

must be interpolated or extrapolated to the energy of the

Y-ray of unknown polarisation. This introduces a further

source of uncertainty, which could be eliminated if

absolute measurements of circular polarisation could be

made using transmission magnets with measured magnetic

lengths.

In fact, the first experiment using a Y transmission

magnet, by Gunst and Page , measured its magnetic length.

This seems to have been overlooked by later users of such

magnets, and it seems very worthwhile examining its possi¬

bilities.

If N denotes the number of Y-rays transmitted when

the magnetic field is off, then

-a L
N = e 0 Nq

*
and the a symmetry E" = .

n + (SL|J^
1 - cosh a J>/L o a VL

= 2—— = - tanh )
1 + cosh ac"v L

a V:L 2
^ - (-V-) .
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it is, in theory, then possible to obtain a direct

measurement of the polarisation detection efficiency of

transmission magnets, and it remains to estimate the

feasibility of such measurements in practice.

U.9 Feasibility of Measuring Magnetic Lengths

Putting practical values into the expression for E"

gives the order of magnitude expected for this asymmetry.

For low photon energies, corresponding to positive <T+ >c

| E" | is of order 10**^ ; and for higher energies, E"
-k

can attain a magnitude of about 10

This is obviously a very small effect, and the

feasibility of measuring it in the presence of statistical

■uncertainty and competing asymmetries must be examined.

This examination will be carried out under the following

headings?

(i) Statistics.

(ii) Thermal expansion effects.

(iii) Magnetostriction.

(iv) Instrumental asymmetries due to stray magnetic fiel

i) Statistics

Optimum Length of Magnet for Measurement of a Vl
'

m c

It has already been shown that

a Vl 2
E" = - (-%—) ,

and for a given counting time (N fixed) it is required to
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A E" A
minimise gt," , where c+E" is the statistical un¬
certainty in E".

Because N, and are very similar in

magnitude

A3" ^ V6 VK
E" ^ 2N - (N^+ N^)

a L/2
J"^ 6 ^ /

s— , neglecting P sinh a VI
VU (a V L)

o c

o c

compared with unity.

-A E
Assuming, as in the calculation of the minimum ,

that L » i + 2t and Lm = £ + 2tC, the analysis pro¬
ceeds as before ; giving the minimum fractional statisti¬

cs"
cal uncertainty "jjjTT" when

L « .
m

Ae"
Pig. 1+.6 shows that the minimum in y• is not at all

bd

sharp; Lm ^ay lie between 1.5 and 8 mean free paths
without serious degradation of the accuracy of a measure¬

ment of E".

In practice, however, a Vl is a very small quantityG

of order 10 2, and so (aj>/l)2 is of order 10 • This

means that the asynsnetry E" is very small, and its

measurement requires a very large number of counts if any

degree of accuracy is to be attained. Moreover, in an

absolute measurement of Y-ray circular polarisation, the

magnetic length expression, a V^L, must be measured to

at least as high an accuracy as the polarisation expression#

Pg<xcVl, which is of order 2 x 10 It is, however,
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possible to match the accuracy of these two measurements

relatively fast Y single counting. To measure the mag¬

netic length to at least the same accuracy as the circular

polarisation expression requires

where and N are Y and coincidence counting rates
T C

respectively. In practice, this condition can be fulfilled.

(ii) Thermal Effects
, )> *

About 200 watts are dissipated in the magnet windings,

and so as the magnetising current is switched off and on,

some thermal cycling of the magnet core is expected.

because, whereas P a V'l is determined from fairly low
c c

coincidence counting rates, (clV'l)2 is measured using
w

-o.pL
If N = N e

o
where a = total absorption

2
coefficient, cm /gm

3
p = electron density/cm

+
P J

f

If a coefficient of linear expansion/°C

Th
N 2apLa/°C = ETh » say



TABLEU.l

ey (MeV)

E" E

Th

2 .2

=^ 8apa

L dT

Lrequiredtomake •CT!fI TT~=10ffhIf0(meanfreepaths/Cj

2/2

S"

aV
1+x10~5ap

(percm.)

Lrequiredtomake E"I E=10 m1

(meanfreepaths)

0.133 0.25 0.3UU 2.6 5.0

0.16x̂fp 0.0.0." 0.11+" 0.7 0.8

83 1+5
57

1+.3 2.5

0.32 O.bb 0.28 1.1+ 1.6

1+1+ 23 29

2.2 1.3

Inpractice,sinceLmL,therequiredlengthsLareslightlylarger thanthosequotedabove.
\
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In practice apL ^ a few, say 3 or ^
mm R Q

a ^ 10 / C for soft iron,

and so

^ + 10"V°0

This effect increases JE"J , and since the magnet
■becomes rather warm during operation, the temperature may

well cycle by a degree or two.

Table i+,1 compares the magnitude of and E" for

a temperature change At°c, assuming Lm = L.

(iii) Magnetos tric tion

The dimensions of a bar of iron change as its state of

magnetisation alters, and as this occurs in the transmission

magnet, an asymmetry in the counting rate is expected.

As in (ii), if N = N e~apL, theno

dN _ T [Jl _ dV 1
T = "apL[r t J
( 22)

Stoner gives the following magnetostrictive pro¬

perties of polycrystalline iron

Tp ^ -1 x 10 ^ at saturation

max -sr ^ + 1,6 x 10 .

For optimum statistical accuracy, apL will be of order 3

or so,

dN
giving -sM ^ + 3 x 10 = e

« m
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This effect, like the thermal effect, increases j E"| .

See Table (U-.l) for a comparison of J E" J and j Em J •

(iv) Instrumental Asymmetries due to Stray Magnetic Fields

As the magnetisation of the core is cycled, so also is

its stray field; the photomultiplier tube in the T counter

resides, therefore, in a cycling magnetic field. Since the

gain of a photomultiplier tube can depend upon the magnetic

field in which it is located, the gain of the Y counter may

cycle with the experimental cycle. An instrumental

asymmetry in the counting rates can then arise.

It is impossible to make an a priori estimate of the

sign and magnitude of this effect; all that can be done

is to take the precautions of removing the photomultiplier

tube as far as possible from the magnet by means of a light

pipe, and surrounding the tube with magnetic shields and a

bucking coil whose current is bled from the magnet supply,

A more sophisticated approach would be to hold the

magnetic field at the photomultiplier tube constant using

a bucking coil whose current is the output of a servo

amplifier which has as input the signal from a magnetic

field probe placed close to the tube. An attempt to pro¬

duce such a servo is described in Chapter 5, A suitable

system, capable of stabilising the magnetic field to within
—8 / 97^

10 weber/sq. A., is described by Graham and Geigerv •

Other workers (including Saigntignon^, Lundby et,

ai^C1?) and Mann et al,^2^) using magnetic shields,
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bucking coils and light pipes, have reported a residual Y
-U

counting rate asymmetry of order 10 due to stray magnetic

fields. It would appear that very elaborate precautions

are necessary to reduce this effect further.

Conclusion

When these different asymmetries are compared, it is

seen that at low Y energies the asymmetry E" is com¬

pletely masked by the much larger thermal and magneto-

strictive effects - not to mention an asymmetry due to

stray magnetic fields which is unknown in sign and likely

to have a magnitude of about ten times that of E" \ And

even although Ie"1 is proportional to L2, whereas
din dS

'■rj ' and —2J are proportional to L, increasing L inIT N

order to make Je"| comparable with the thermal and
magnetostrictive effects is likely to introduce statistical

accuracy problems due to the resulting low counting rates.

This is especially true for low energy Y*s whose mean free

path is shortj see Table (i+.l).

Therefore, in view of the presence of these very large

instrumental asymmetries, it seems to be impossible to

measure the magnetic length of a transmission magnet, by

the above technique, for low energy Y rays.

For high energy (greater than about 2 MeV) Y-rays,

however, provided elaborate precautions are taken to

minimise stray magnetic fields at the photomultiplier tube
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and temperature changes in the magnet core, the magnetic

length can be measured by this method, if the transmission

magnet is sufficiently long.
(16)

Although Gunst and Page^ give little quantitative

discussion of the feasibility of their measurement of

they must have performed such an analysis. This is obvious

from the details of their experiments namely their choice

of Y-ray energy, 2.62 MeVj their specially wound magnetis¬

ing coil, ensuring constant power dissipation; and the

length of their magnet, 12 inches or 8 mean free paths.
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CHAPTKR 5

THE APPARATUS

Figure 5*1 shows a schematic diagram of the com¬

plete apparatus, which is, obviously, complicated "by the

presence of so many electronic units. To help clarify

the system, the mechanical and electronic details will

"be described separately.

5»1 The Transmission Magnet

The geometry of the transmission magnet is shown in

Figure 5*2. The core of the magnet is made of soft

magnetic iron (trade name Super Hiperm) of purity in

excess of 99»8°/o. The saturation flux density is of

the order of 2.1 webers/sq.cm., the specific gravity is

7.866 and the coefficient of linear expansion is

10.2 x 10*~*V°C. The outer cylindrical magnetic return

path is also made of this material. The end-plates,

however, are made of the soft iron-cobalt-vanadium mag¬

netic alloy, Permendur, which has a very high saturation

flux density (2.36 webers/sq.m.), and high permeability,

at flux densities of the order of 2.1 webers/aq. m..

These properties allow the end-plates to be thin without

serious increase in the magnetic reluctance of the com¬

plete circuit. It seems reasonable to assume that the

ratio 2t/£ (see Fig. 1+..5) will decrease with decreasing

end-plate thickness, provided that the material of these
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plates does not saturate in the vicinity of the core.

The magnetising windings contain 7085 turns and

carry a current of 1,1* amps. Because the reluctance of

the magnetic circuit is low, this magnetomotive force is

more than sufficient to saturate the iron core. A lp,F

capacitor is connected across the magnet windings^
partly to help to suppress the transient voltage spikes

which occur on switching off the magnet, and partly to

introduce some ringing of the winding current so that

the magnetisation of the core is cycled to zero when the

current is switched off. Fig. 5»3 shows a photograph of

an oscilloscope trace of the behaviour of the current in

the windings after switching off. It is seen that only

a very limited amount of ringing occurs, "because the Q

of the circuit consisting of the windings and the

parallel capacitor is low.

The D.C. supply for the magnetising coil is derived

from the departmental rectifier at 21*0 volts, 100 volts

of which is dropped across two lamps and a rheostat in

series. These lamps fulfil two functions; they limit

the surge current flowing into the shunting 1jj,F capacitor

at switch on, and they conveniently indicate whether the

magnet is on or not. The rheostat provides fine control

of the magnet current to allow for supply voltage fluc¬

tuations. The total magnetomotive force in the magnetic

circuit is so high, however, that, although the current
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through the windings may vary "by about 10°/o due to supply

variations and thermal variations in the resistance of the

coil* the core of the magnet remains saturated,

5«2 The Particle Detectors

The 0 and y counters are both scintillation detec¬

tors, and are similar except for the scintillators. The

{3 counter has a disc of NE102A plastic scintillator 7 mm.

thick and 6 cm. in diameter, coated with magnesium oxide

reflector paint on all surfaces except that coupled to

the light pipe, while the y counter uses a Nal crystal

2" by 2". The entrance window on the 0 counter is 0.001"

aluminium foil which has a superficial density of about

7 mg./sq. cm., and the y entrance window consists of

0.025" thick aluminium.

In each counter the light from the scintillator is

fed to the photomultiplier tube (E.M.I, type 9578A)

through a 12 inch long by 2% inch diameter perspex light

pipe| the interfaces being optically coupled by silicone

grease. Both counters are in the form of demountable

assemblies comprising scintillator, light pipe, photo-

multiplier- tube with mumetal shield, and preamplifier,

and were supplied by Nuclear Enterprises (G.B.) Ltd.

Around the photomultipllers further magnetic shield¬

ing and bucking coils were placed. The screening consists

ed of three layers of thin Super Radiometal sheet, and the

bucking coils were wound in such a way as to annul the

divergent stray field of the magnet. The current for the



"bucking coils (about 100 mk) was bled from the magnet

current supply,

A spectrometer table was converted to serve as £

counter support, in such a way that as the table is

rotated, the angle between the longitudinal axis of the

£ counter and the longitudinal axis of the apparatus (the

mean direction of the counted y-ray beam) can be varied

and measured. The source was mounted on the axis of

rotation of the table (for method, see paragraph 6,1) to

ensure a constant solid angle for y-ray collection. The

magnet, y counter, and £ counter on turntable are sup¬

ported on cradles which slide along two horizontal

parallel brass rails, and their alignment is made poss¬

ible by adjusting screws (see Pig, 5»4)»
.

* *

5.3 Electronics

The electronics will be described from the particle

detectors outwards,

i) Photomultidier flynode Resistor Chain

Two outputs are taken from the photomultiplier

tubes - a timing pulse from the anode and a pulse for

energy selection purposes from a dynode. Because the

timing-pulse forming circuit is directly coupled to the

anode of the photomultiplier tube, this end of the dynode

resistor chain has to be near earth potential, and the

photocathode, therefore, held at high negative potential.
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To avoid the infection of spurious noise into the photo-

cathode - first dynode region by high electric fields

developed across the glass envelope of the tubef the out¬

side surface of the tube in this region was coated with

cold-setting solder (Eccobond 570 ), and this conducting

coating is maintained at photocathode potential. The

solder is insulated from the rest of the counter assembly

by P.V.C. tape. This treatment ensures that there are no

high electric fields set up in the glass of the tube

envelope at the photocathode end.

The dynode resistor chain is shown in Pig. 5*5.

ii) The Timing-Pulse Limiting Amplifier

The output pulses from the photomultiplier tube

anode are fed to the input of the discriminator and

limiting amplifier shown in Pig. 5*6. The tunnel diode

1N311I.9 acts as a pulse shaperand as a current discrimi¬

nator whose threshold is set by the IK potentiometer.

This part of the circuit is developed from a time-maker

circuit published by Larsen and Shera^2^. The half volt

negative pulses from this tunnel diode are amplified by

the limiting amplifier Tr 2 into fast rising (3n S rise
time) flat topped positive pulses, which are differentia¬

ted by the 100 pP output capacitor. The resulting pulses,

when examined at the far end of a terminated 10071 cable,

are 2.5 volts in size and of 50 nS duration.

To avoid degradation of the rise time and shape of

the photomultiplier pulses due to the effects of stray
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capacitance, these timing circuits are mounted as closely

as possible to the dynode resistor chains. The intercon¬

necting cables are less than three inches long.

These circuits are capable of operating at pulse

repetition rates slightly in excess of 1 MHz.

iii) The Fast Coincidence Unit

The pulses from the 0 limiting amplifier are fed to

one input of the fast coincidence unit, while the timing

pulses are fed to the other input to the coincidence unit

via a delay routing circuit which will be described

shortly. At each coincidence input the pulses are

standardised by a fast monostable circuit adapted from a

design by Righini^2^. This monostable circuit with

associated pulse amplifier and line driver is shown in

Pig. 5»7» The negative-going output pulses from this

pulse standardiser have a very fast rise time (less than

2nS) and a deration of about kO nS. They are, therefore,

very suitable for shaping into pulses of about 10 nS

duration by means of a short-circuited clipping cable.

The line driver transistor, Tr 5» has a very low output
v

impedance, and to match its output the clipping stub
to

and signal cable, a series resistor R is inserted as

shown in Pig. 5• The pulses from the signal cable are

of the form shown in Pig. 5»9» and the cleanest shape
vjf'

for coincidence adding corresponds to B/A « 1. The

value of this ratio was measured for a few combinations
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of R and ZQ, and the results are given in Table 5.1.
.

5.1

Series resistor Impedance of stub
R (ohms) (ohms)

k7
.

100 0.5

100 100 0.6

100 75 0.7

100 50 0.75

Apparently, optimum clipping occurs when the pulses re¬

flected back from the short-circuited end of the clipping

stub meet no impedance discontinuity at the mixing point.

The output pulses, suitably clipped, from the fast

monostable circuits are then added at the simple diode

adding gate via inputs (l) and (2); see Fig. 5*10. If

these pulses overlap in time, the 2N501A transistor,
-

operating in the avalanche mode, will trigger. This pro¬

duces a very fast rising (rise time less than 1 nS) 20

volt positive pulse at the transistor collector, which is

then differentiated and attenuated by the 0.5 nF capacitor

and the resistors in the output circuit. The trigger

threshold of this avalanche transistor (/aid, therefore,

to some extent the coincidence resolving time) can be

adjusted by varying the positive bias on its base by means

of the 100K potentiometer. If this bias is removed
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completely by opening the switch S, then the avalanche

transistor will trigger on single input pulses, thus

providing a simple monitor of the single input rates.

The variation of coincidence resolving time with

discriminator level was inves ligated "by recording the

. random coincidence counting rate, NRC» at various
settings of the discriminator. The fast input rates,

and N , were each measured, and the resolving time, 2f,

was calculated from

KRC - •

The time correlation between the two input pulse trains

was destroyed by inserting a 100 nS delay cable into one

of the channels.

This calibration of the discriminator, using lOnS

pulse-clipping stubs, is shown in Pig. 5«11*

The avalanche transistor pulses are thenffed to a

circuit which produces both a prompt output and a delayed

output. This latter facility is necessary in a fast-slow

coincidence system to allow time for the relatively slow-

acting pulse height analysers to operate. This output

circuitry is shown in block diagram form in Pig. 5*12.

iv) The Delay Routing switch

It is standard practice to measure the random coin¬

cidence rate in a coincidence system by inserting a time

delay, of duration much greater than the resolving time,

into one input channel. The time correlation between the
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two inputs is then lost. In the present case, it is

convenient to do this automatically hy means of the

system control unit at every second phase of a full

counting cycle. The pulse routing circuit is shown in

Pig. 5*13» where (s) and refer to points labelled
on the control circuit diagram, Pig.

When the magnet current is switched on, the fast r

pulses are routed through the 2nS cable, and when the

magnet is off, the pulses pass through the 100 nS delay

cable. Thus the coincidence counting rate recorded when

the magnetic field is switched off is a measure of the

random coincidence counting rate. Pirors due to slow

drifts in the coincidence resolving time are therefore

eliminated.

The fast 0 pulses are not sent through a randomising

delay switch, but, for symmetry, are passed during all

phases of the counting cycle through a circuit identical

to that traversed by the fast y pulses when routed via

the 2nS cable.

v) The Slow Electronics

Most of the rest of the electronics was purchased

from Nuclear Enterprises (G.B.) Ltd. from their

Edinburgh Series range of units. The following "units

are usedJ

Preamplifiers NE5281 Timer NE5053
Amplifiers NB5256 Print control

unit NE63QU
Single channel

analysers NB5153 E.H.T. Supplies NE5353
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Slow Coincidence
Unit NE570ii L.T. Supply NE538U

Scalears ITE5073

The Edinburgh Series scalers, time-rand print control

unit are particularly suitable for the present work,

because they can be stopped, started and reset by remote

control electrical pulses. This is an essential feature

for use in an experiment where frequent data sampling

necessitates an automatic system.

Because the (3 counting rates are very high in this

experiment, it was necessary to build a prescaler to

divide the scaler input by 16 in order to avoid overflow¬

ing of the 3 scaler*s store of 10^. A prescaler, oper¬

ating by binary division, was constructed around an

integrated circuit 3F7493N*

The print-out is a record of the three scaler counts

and the elapsed counting time measured by the timer, and

is simultaneously presented in both typewritten and

punched tape form by an ASH 33 page printer, which has

been modified to accept the output of the HE63QM- print-

control unit.

vi) The Automatic Data Sampling System

The counting rate asymmetries to be measured in the

present work are very small ( £blO ), and therefore

instrumental asymmetries due to electronic drifts must be

kept to a minimum by sampling the data at time intervals

which are short compared with the electronic drifting
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time. In practice, with the present apparatus, the

sampling time must he no longer than about 100 seconds,

and for a total counting time of several weeks, several

tens of thousands of samples require to he recorded.

Under those circumstances, it 1-3 ohvious that the system

must he automated.

The Counting Cycle

An automatic system control unit has heen huilt

which provides the following cycle of operations, suit¬

able for a p-Y circular polarisation correlation experi¬

ment!

a) Switch magnetic field

h) Reset scalers and timer

c) Start scalers and timer

d) Stop scalers and timer

e) Print-out scalers and timer

f) Switch magnetic field, i.e. hacl: to phase a).

There are short delays of about 1 second incor¬

porated between steps (a) and (b), and between (b) and

(c). The delay between steps (a) and (b) is to allow

any ringing in the magnet circuit to decay. If the

magnet used is a large energy store, then switching

surges may feed through to the scalers as control

pulses, with the result that one or more scalers may

start prematurely at the instant of magnet switching,

introducing a spurious asymmetry into the counting rates.
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When this trouble was experienced, it was overcome by
... %

reversing the order of functions (b) and (c); i.e. the

scalers and timer start then reset without stopping.

The counting time therefore starts with the resetting of

the scalers and timer.
* ' *

The duration of each sample of the counting rates

(the time between (c) and (d)) is set either by a pre¬

set time or by a pre-set number of counts in one scaler?

this latter procedure automatically normalises the

samples to a selected count.

Function (a) has two possible sequences. The mag¬

netic field can simply reverse when switched, or it can

follow the cycle!

field on in one direction - field off - field on in

the opposite direction - field off.

The use of the zero field phase in the cycle is that the

single rates can provide a measurement of the analysing

efficiency of the magnet as described in Chapter k»

The Operation of the Circuit

The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 5.14» and a

block diagram in Fig. 5.15. The five bistable circuits

are similar, and so the component values are given only

once. For clarity in these circuits, the resistance

values are given in units of kilohms and the capacitors

in microfarads. The two magnet switching relays each

have two mercury make contacts and an emergising coil

resistance of 2K.



figure:
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f/hen the circuit is operated to include a zero field

count, then the magnet cycle has four steps. The circuits

B and D in series provide the necessary division hy four,

and also pulse routing such that each "bistable with relay

output receives two consecutive pulses. Correct phasing

of these circuits is established at the start of an ex¬

periment by resetting the bis tables with a momentary

connection of points A, 0, C, D, E to the +15V line.

In the other mode, when the system is set to operate

without a zero field count, the magnet cycle has only two

steps. The control pulse from A is fed to D along with a

delayed pulse from Cf the prompt pulse switches the mag¬

net off, and the delayed pulse switches it on with opposite

polarity. Circuits C and D in series then provide the

necessary scale of two. The delay between the two pulses

passed by C avoids short-circuiting of the magnet power

supply by ensuring that both relays are never on together.

In this mode of operation, th delay E, which is longer

than the delay incorporated in C, suppresses the delayed

pulse from C, and feeds only one control pulse to P.

"he pulse doubler, P, provides the two outputs for

resetting and starting the scalers, the start pulse being

delayed with respect to the reset. The output pulses

from a scaler or timer and from the print-out control

unit are incorporated in the control pulse loop.

In order to ensure that the reset and start pulses,

which are negative-going 12 volt pulses, had sufficiently

fast leading edges to trigger the particular scalers used,
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they were speeded up using the tunnel diode pulse shaper

and amplifier shown in Pig. 5.16. the output pulse from

this circuit has a rise time of 30 nanoseconds, and an

amplitude of about 8 volts negative.

The power supplies required to run this control

system (including the delay routing switch) are!

- 60 V at 250 mA none of these required to

+ 10 V at a few p,A "be stabilised or specially

+ 15 V at 25 mA well smoothed.

vii) An Attempt to produce a Magnetic Field

Stabilisation System

In an attempt to eliminate the y counting rate

asymmetry arising from the cycling stray magnetic field

of the magnet, a magnetic field stabilisation system was

designed and built. This was a feedback system using a

probe sensitive to magnetic fields placed near the y

photomultiplier tube. This probe produces a signal which

is amplified to provide the B.C. current flowing in the

bucking coil surrounding the y counter. Pig. 5.17 is a

block diagram of the system.

The probe consists of a ferrite-cored inductor which

forms part of the tuned circuit of an oscillator running

at about 1 MHz. The oscillator frequency depends upon

the probe inductance, which, in turn, depends upon the

magnetic permeability of the ferrite core. This per¬

meability depends quite strongly upon the state of
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magnetisation of the ferrite, and therefore upon the

impressed magnetic field. The frequency of the oscilla¬

tor is then a measure of the magnetic field at the photo-

multiplier. The operation of the remainder of the servo

system is indicated in Pig. 3.17«

Measurements made with a tangent magnetometer re¬

placing the photomultiplier assembly showed that the mag-

-6 ,

netic field was held constant to within about 10 weber/

sq. m. when he cycling stray field was switched on.

This compares very favourably with the magnitude of the

uncompensated stray field fluctuations which were of the

order of 10~^ weber/sq. m. at the position of the photo-

multiplier.

Although this system gave the required degree of

magnetic field stabilisation, it was soon obvious that

drifting of the frequency of the probe oscilla or, arising

from temperature fluctuations, completely outweighed the

magnetic sensitivity of the p:: obe. Various types of

oscillator were tried, and it was unfortunately concluded

that the required degree of frequency stability was un¬

attainable when using a ferrite-cored inductor in the

tuned circuit.

As mentioned in paragraph k»9t a suitable stabilisa¬

tion system, not suffering to such an extent from thermal

drifts, should be able to be developed, from the system
(23)

designed by Graham and Geigerv .
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5»k The Source

A 6 mCi source of 12.U year half-life Bu"*"^2 in the

chemical form Eu was prepared at The Radiochemical

Centre of the U.K.A.E.A. at Amersham "by neutron bom-
151

hardment of a Eu enriched target of EUgO^* The extent
15),

of the Eu contamination in the final source is small

and of the order of 0.5°/o.
The 2 mm. diameter source was mounted on a hollow

perspex cylinder as shown in Pig. 5»18. The wall thick¬

ness of the cylinder was kept to a minimum to reduce

scattering. The holes in the curved wall of this

cylinder are to prevent source damage by relieving any

pressure differences which might be developed across the

source backing. The backing for the source was a

0.0005" thick (1.7 mg./sq. cm.) sheet of the melamine-

based plastic, Melinex. The front of the source - the p

particle exit - was protected by a layer of the epoxy

lacquer Araldite PZ 820, thinned down to give a super¬

ficial density of about 300pg/sq. cm. With a specific

activity of about lC/gra., and a diameter of 2 mm., the

Europium source has a superficial density of about 200

mg./sq. cm.

The source mount is held in place by a grub screw

in the source holder shown in Pig. 5«19» This brass

holder was specially designed to allow unimpeded y

emission towards the y counter for all values of 0^^
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frora %/2 to ^%/2, and is accurately located on the 0

counter turntable "by means of two tightly fitting locat¬

ing pins.

It was not considered to "be worthwhile evacuating

the 0 side of the apparatus, because the path length of

the 0 particle in air is about 5 cm. (corresponding to

about 6 mg,/sq. cm. at N.T.P.), while the particle

kinetic energy is greater than 0.7 MeV.
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GHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

6.1 Centring the Source

152
The Eu source had to he positioned in the holder

such that it lay on the axis of rotation of the turntable.

This was accomplished by first of all making a rough adjust¬

ment of the location by visual inspection through a rigidly

mounted telescope, ensuring that the source centre did not

stray from the telescope's cross-wires as the turntable was

rotated. The exact position of the centre of the active

deposit is not known, however, and so the final alignment

was carried out by adjusting the position of the source

mount in the holder until rotation of the turntable pro¬

duced a change in the Y counting rate of less than 0,2%.

6.2 Energy Calibration of Counters

Gamma Counter

The energy calibration of the Y counter was carried out
22

using the 510 keV photons from Na and the 662 keV Y rays

137
from Cs . The distance of each of these sources from the

Nal crystal was adjusted until the total counting rates

were approximately equal to the Y counting rate of the

actual experiment. This was done to reduce the effect of

counting rate on the gain of the Y channel. The resulting

calibration is shown in Pig. 6.1, where it is seen that

there appears to be no zero error in the energy calibration
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of the Y channel has no esqpo error; day-to-day energy re-

calibrations of this channel were carried out using the
22

Na source only.
152

Eu spectra taken with and without transmission

through the magnet are shown inPig. 6.2 and Pig. 6.3,

where it can be seen that the energy resolution is, as

expected, severely degraded by the magnet.

Beta Counter

Since the present experiment involves measuring small

asymmetries in counting rates, it is necessary to have rates

as high as possible, in order to obtain reasonably small

statistical uncertainty in the results. It was soon obvious

that, in the present work, if sufficiently high counting

rates were to be achieved, the 0 counter had to be operated

as fast as possible, by using a large solid angle. At rates
5

as high as these (total rate about 10 per second) there was

considerable trouble with pulse pile-up, and the gain of the

£3 channel was strongly dependent on comting rate. The

energy calibration of the 0 counter, therefore, had to be

carried out under an exact replica of the experimental

conditions.

In fact, the 0 channel was calibrated by counting the
152

0 particles from the Eu source itself, under the final

experimental conditions. A 0 spectrum, corrected for the

presence of Y rays by means of a spectrum taken throu^n a

0-absorbing 0.5 inch perspex sheet, was obtained, and from

this, Kurie plots were drawn using several assumed energy

calibrations of the ^ counter. The spectrum shape cor-
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rection factor of Langer and Smith^2*^ was used in pro¬

ducing these plots; the values of the Fermi function were
(29)

those of Rose et al, . The corrected p spectrum is

shown in Fig. 6.U, and the trial Kurie plots in Fig, 6.5.

These Kurie plots were examined for straightness and an
2

extrapolated intercept at W = 3.9 mc , which is the end-

point energy of the £ group being investigated. It is

obvious that none of the plots is very satisfactory in

these respects; at the low energy end they curve upwards

due to the presence of competing p groups, whereas at the

high energy end they again curve upwards due to pulse

pile-up. It is possible, however, to select one plot which

has, over part of its length, a straight portion which does

produce an extrapolated intercept at about W = 3.9. This

particular Kurie plot, the one drawn with a p spectrum

calibration where 3.5 volts corresponds to 1.5 MeV, then,

has been drawn with the "correct" energy calibration; and

in this way, the energy calibration of the p channel can be

inferred. The accuracy of this calibration selection method

is rather low - possibly - 0.3 volts in 3.5 volts, which

leads to a 10% uncertainty in the p energy selection.

The p counts were divided by 16 by a prescaler, in
6

order to avoid overflowing of the p scaler's store of 10 •

6.3 Setting the Bucking Coil Currents

The currents through the bucking coils were bled from

the magnet supply via rheostats, so that fine adjustment
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of the stray magnetic field cancellation could he made.

Each photomultiplier was replaced in turn hy a tangent

magnetometer, and the appropriate rheostat adjusted until

there was a minimum change of deflection of the magnetometer

as the magnet current was reversed. It was possible hy

this means to obtain an asymmetry in the stray field of a

small fraction of the earth's magnetic field.

There remained, however, a considerable asymmetry in

the stray magnetic field produced in the two magnet current

OFF phases of the experimental cycle, due to remanence.

6.1+ Setting the Fast Timing Pulse Generator Discriminator

The threshold levels of the timing pulse generators

were set by adjusting their discriminators until the

threshold levels were considerably below the thresholds of

the corresponding energy selecting single channel analysers.

This was checked by seeking a high efficiency of counting

coincidences between the fast timing pulses and the corres¬

ponding single channel analyser output pulses.

6.5 Fast Pulse Delay Matching

The 3 and Y fast timing pulses are each delayed

behind the arrival of the corresponding ^ particles and

photons by different times which depend upon differences in

decay times of the Nal and NE102A scintillators, transit

time differences in the photomultiplier tubes, and different

discriminator levels in the timing pulse generators. This
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difference in delays must be cancelled out before true

coincidences can be recorded with highest efficiency. A

very accurate method of measuring this relative delay was

devised, making use of the automatic cycling system and

the routing circuit.

A randomising delay of 30 nS was inserted into the Y

channel of the pulse routing unit, and the apparatus set

cycling with all settings set as for an actual circular

polarisation measurement, with the coincidence adding gate

discriminator at "0". The asymmetry

Nc(2nS) -Nc(30nS)
N (2nS) + N (30ns)

c c

in the coincidence counts, N , was measured as a function* c

of the delay inserted into the fast 0 channel, and Fig. 6.6

shows the result. The delay at which this asymmetry is

zero can be determined to within - 1 nS by this method.

This 0 delay, +5.5 nS, then matches the average of the two

Y delays, 2nS and 30 nS, which is 16 nS. This shows that

the fast 0 pulses are delayed by 10.5 nS more behind the

particle arrival than are the Y pulses. Since prompt coin¬

cidences are measured through a 2 nS delay cable in the

fast Y pulse routing circuit, a delay cable of 8.5 nS was

Inserted in the fast Y channel to match the relative delays

in the fast channels.

As a check on this method of delay matching, the

apparatus was cycled automatically without the matching

8.5 nS cable, and with a randomising delay of 100 nS, which
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is much longer than the coincidence unit resolving time;

see B1ig. 5.11. The asymmetry

N (2nS) - N (lOOnS)
c c

N ( 2nS) + Nc( loons)
was measured as a function of the delay inserted in the

fast (3 channel. The resulting plot in Pig. 6.7 shows that

the peak is centred about -7.5nS, which is very close to

the expected -8.5nS. The full width at half maximum of

this peak is about 26nS, which agrees well with the coin¬

cidence resolving time measured with two random sources and

shown in Pig. 5.11.

6.6 Setting the Coincidence Unit Output Delay

The apparatus was once again set cycling with all the

settings as for an actual experiment, and the true coin¬

cidence counting rate was measured as a function of the

coincidence output delay. It can be seen in Pig. 6.8

that an output delay of 1.2|&S gives the highest coincidence

counting efficiency, although this setting is not highly

critical. The resolving time (2t ) of the slow coin¬

cidence circuit (slow coincidence portion of NE570h) is

quoted by the makers as being 2p.s, which agrees quite well

with the width of the coincidence curve in Pig. 6.8.

6.7 3-Y Angular Correlation

As a check on the apparatus, a measurement of the
152

integral 3-Y angular correlation for the Eu decay
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cascade 3~"( 1.1+8 MeV P~) 2+(o.3l+l+ MeV Y)0+ was made without

detection of the Y circular polarisation. The integral p-Y

directional correlation can he expressed

WC^) = 1 + eP2(cos &pY)
where e is the correlation coefficient. This early ex¬

periment (April 1965) was carried out when the apparatus

had rather smaller detection solid angles than those of

the final version} consequently, the counting rates v/ere

rather small, and the accuracy of the correlation was

correspondingly low. The Y solid angle (^) was 3.7 x 10-\
-3

and the p solid angle was 1.03 x 10 .

The Y single channel analyser window of width 60 keV

was set on the 3hh keV photopeak, while the p discriminator

was set to accept all p particles of kinetic energy greater

than 0.95 MeV. The energy calibration of the Y counter was

established by means of the following Y's j 0.662 MeV from

Cs137, 0.51 MeV from Ha22, 0.122 MeV and 0.21+5 MeV from
152

Eu , The p counter was calibrated using the two con-
on *7

version electron lines : 0.971+ MeV from Bi , and 0.621+
137

MeV from Gs .

Counts were taken at each of the angles &pY * 60°,
90°, 105°, 120°, 135°, 150°, 165°, and 180°. At each

angle, a measure of the Y-Y + random coincidences was obtain¬

ed by retaking the counts after an aluminium p absorber had

been placed in front of the p counter. The coincidence

counts were normalised to the p and Y counts, and the
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difference between these normalised counts recorded with

and without the aluminium absorber provides a measure of

the true 0-Y coincidence counts. In practice, the counts

were automatically normalised to the Y count by setting

the apparatus to print out K.g» and Nc, and then
restart every time the Y scaler reached 10^. The time for

this total to be reached was measured on several occasions

during the course of a run, and the average counting time

f calculated. For each count, ®</^was worked out,
and for each run, the average of this quantity was calcula¬

ted. This average was converted into a dimensionless quantity by
-1

multiplication by t • The difference
\

n fN '2r~l
(—«—) - (—a—)
Ns N NR Np without A-6 p with At

is plotted against Pg( cos 9-) in Fig. 6.9, and the actual
results are quoted in Table 6.1.

A least squares linear fit to these points gives

e = i (-0.31 - 0.10) i

which is in agreement with the value

e > (-0.289 t 0.003)

obtained by Bhattacherjee and Mitra^"^ for 0 energies

greater than 0.95 MeV, and with the value

e = (-0.32 - 0.03)

( 31)
obtained by Scottv ' for 0's of energies 1 MeV.
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The poor accuracy of the present result, and the small

solid angles used, do not justify the application of cor¬

rections (amounting at most to a few per cent) for finite

solid angles, and a 0 contribution from the next highest

$ group with end-point energy 1.05 MeV and intensity about

one sixth that of the highest £ group.

The present value of e is, however, rather smaller

in magnitude than the values implied by the differential

results of most other workers. Since the magnitude of e

increases as the (3 energy increases, j e J as measured for
all 0* s of energy greater than 0.95 MeV must be larger

than the differential measurement of Ie J at a p energy
( 52)

of 0.95 MeV. The papers of Dulaney et al. , Sunier et
( 35) (3h) (35)

al. , Sunier , Pischbeck and WilkinsonvJJ> , and the
/ 7g \

more recent results of Bhattacherjee and Mitra , quote

differential values of e measured at a p energy of 0.95

MeV ranging from - 0.29 to - 0.U0.

The discrepancy between the present integral value of

e and the differential results quoted above is no doubt

due to the rather oversimplified correction applied here to

take account of unwanted T-Y and accidental coincidences.

The fact that a large negative correlation coefficient, not

inconsistent with all other measurements, was obtained gave

confidence in the apparatus and the content of the source.

6.8 Day-to-Day Running of the Apparatus

Each collection of circular polarisation data from the

apparatus was limited to one day, because at the end of
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this time about 100 yards of punched paper tape had been

collected, and tapes much longer than this tend to give

rise to reading troubles at the computer input.

The p channel was set to accept all (3*s of energy^, 0.7
MeV, and the Y channel was set with a - 10% "window", (in

other words photons with energies between 310 keV and 378

keV were accepted.). The distance between the magnet core

and the Nal crystal was kept at 3 cm.

At the start of each day's run, the initial phase of

the counting cycle was set so that the magnetic field points

ed towards the Y counter. The system was then set running

with each count (or phase of the cycle) occupying 100

seconds. After 2b hours or so, the apparatus was stopped

at the end of a complete cycle, and the data tape removed

for processing

If, at any time, it was noticed that the singles count*

ing rates had changed appreciably, the apparatus was stopped

at the end of a cycle, and the counters recalibrated} the
22

Y counter by means of a Na source, and the (3 counter by

the simple technique of altering the discriminator level

until the original counting rate was restored.

The current through the magnet windings was maintained

at l.U amps throu^iout the experiment - only very occasional

adjustment of the series rheostat was found necessary.
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CHAPTER 7

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

7.1 Counting Rates

The counting rates were made as high as possible in

order to obtain a statistically significant measurement of

the coincidence counting asymmetry. To this end, the 3

particle acceptance angle had to be increased to - 2+8°,
making a root mean square angle of acceptance of - 3U°.
The fractional solid angle subtended at the source

by the p counter was then 0.17» whereas the Y solid angle
Y —3

(-^) was 1.2 x 10 . This meant that considerable pulse
pile-up in the p channel had to be endured, as has been des

cribed in paragraph 6.2. The recorded counting rates were

then of the order of

■K

2+8 x 10 per second

2.3 x 1q3 per second

"g
NY
N 7 per second,

c

7.2 Data Processing

The counts recorded on punched tape by the ASR 33 were

processed daily by the KDP 9 computer of the Edinburgh

Regional Computing Centre. For convenience, let the various

counts be labelled as follows:
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Field up : Nn = A, N = B, N = G
p Y c

Field off : N _ = D, N = E, N = F
p Y 0

Field down : = G, = H, NQ = J
Field off t Ng ■ K, = L, Nq = M

In the present apparatus, "Field up" corresponds to

the magnetisation of the transmission magnet core pointing

towards the Y counter; and since magnetisation and elec¬

tron spin are antiparallel this counting phase corresponds

to ijr = 180°.
The computer sums these counts over all complete

cycles (taking account of prescaling factors), and normalises

all coincidence counts, Nc» to the simultaneously record¬
ed singles counts, and therby eliminating

instrumental asymmetries caused by gain drifts, stray mag¬

netic fields, and misalignment of the source. The following

asymmetries are calculated for every complete counting

cycle (each day containing about 200 such cycles):

i) asymmetry in Y counts with field reversal

B - H

B + H ;

ii) asymmetry in total coincidence counts with field

reversal

SL
AB GH
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because G and J are the coincidence counts recorded
. o o

when the angle is 180 and 0 respectively, this

asyrmietry is of opposite sign to the asymmetry S cal¬

culated in paragraph i+.U.

N (true)
iii) ratio of true to random coincidences,

N_ ( random)
v

IL . JL ? JL
AB GH "" DE KL

JL
+ JL

DE KL ;

a *>/L 2
iv) The "magnetic length" of the magnet, - (-^t>—)

E + L - B - H
"rT" '' ■ ' 1 l " ' -ri " "il

#

E + L + B + H

The average of these quantities over all complete

counting cycles is then taken, and the standard deviation

of the means of (ii) and (iii) calculated from the distri¬

butions of the individual results. The asymmetry of the

true coincidences is then calculated according to the

relation:

asymmetry in true coincidences

/, N (random) a3yinmetry in totel)v-L + N ( true; M coincidences '
c

from the calculated means of the two factors. The standard

deviation of this product is calculated from the standard

deviation of each factor.

The computer, having summed the (3, Y, and coincidence
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cotints recorded during each of the four phases of the

counting cycles, then calculates the above four asymmetries

using these total counts. If the data sampling time has

been sufficiently short to eliminate the effects of indru¬

mental drifts, then it is to be expected that the average

asymmetries should agree reasonably well with the total

count asymmetries. The agreement between these two daily

values of the asymmetries was normally very good (they

seldom differed by more than about 20%), and this was taken

as showing that the sampling time of 100 seconds was suf¬

ficiently short to eliminate the effects of drifting of the

electronics. Occasionally, there was a very large dif¬

ference between the two values, and since these discrepan¬

cies usually arose when the laboratory temperature was

abnormally hi^i, it was concluded that the reason was mal¬

functioning of the electronics under such conditions.

When the counting at each angle had been completed,

the daily results were compounded into mean results, and in

the case of the asymmetries (ii) and (iii), which have cal¬

culated standard deviations, weighted means were calculated,

The weights attached to the individual results were the

inverse squares of the corresponding standard deviations,
(37)

following the formulae of Topping^ .

7.3 Instrumental Results

a) Gamma Singles Asymmetry

Considerable care was taken to shield the Y photo-

multiplier from the cycling stray magnetic field of the
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magnet, in order to aid the measurement of the magnetic

length of the magnet* How successful this shielding was

is shown in Table 7.1# where it can be seen that the

asymmetry of the Y singles counts between the opposite

magnetic field directions has been reduced to a few parts

in 105. At 180° and 1U0°, where the counting times were

longest, the residual asymmetry has been reduced to within

the statistically expected uncertainty in the asymmetry.

This statistical uncertainty is, since B is very nearly

equal to H, given by

= 0.25 x 10~U
VFTF

where Bf and H* are the total number of gammas recorded.

In Table 7.1# the quoted uncertainty is the standard

deviation of the set of daily values, and the agreement

with the statistically expected uncertainty is excellent.

For comparison, the following results were recorded

without the bucking coil on the Y counter:

Asymmetry in Y
singles

7 days

counting (3.5 - 0.9) x lo"*^
1 days

counting (-5 i l) x 10

With one

magnetic shield

With four

magnetic shields

It appears, therefore, that increasing the number of

magnetic shields had no beneficial effectj whereas, adding

a bucking coil reduced the effect by at least an order of

magnitude.



TABLE7.1

®"(3Y

(degrees)

Date

Duration ofcount (days)

YSingles Asymmetry

a->/L0 -(-V-) "MagneticLength"

180

July/August 1968

23

(+0.11-0.25)10
(-0.5-0.3)10~l4'

160

September 1968

1+

(+0.23-0.15)10"^

+-1+
(+0.21-0.17)10

11+0

August 1968

16

(-0.11t0.25)10"^
(-5-3)lo"U

120

September 1968

3

(+1.5-1.2)10*^

(-0.5-0.5)10"^

90

September 1968

,3

(-0.U7-0.5^)10"^
(-0.5-0.1+)10

1UO Y-Y

September 1968

8

(+0.21t0.1+5)10"^
(-0.36-0.26)10"^

a«=*(3Y

anglebetweenthe
axesofthe(3andY

counters.
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b) "Magnetic Length"

The conclusion reached in paragraph U.9 that under the

experimental conditions used here (in particular, a Y-ray

energy of 3hk lceV"), it is impossible to measure the magnetic

length of the transmission magnet using the Y singles counts,

is confirmed by the large variation in the results of such

measurements quoted in Table 7.1. Once again, the quoted

uncertainty is the root mean square deviation of the daily

values about their weighted mean. The expected statistical

uncertainty in the quantity labelled "Magnetic Length" is
+ —Ii
- 0,2 x 10 , for 20 days counting.

c) The Polarisation-Detection Efficiency of the Magnet

The demonstration, in the preceding paragraph and in

paragraph U.9, of the failure to measure the polarisation-

detection efficiency of the magnet, forces one to calculate

this quantity, if the coincidence asymmetries are to be

converted into Y-ray circular polarisations.

The details of the transmission magnet geometry are

(see Pig. 5.2)s

total length, L, = i+.l cm. (3.3 mean free paths for
3Wt- keV photons)

core length, =2.5 cm,

thickness of each cheek plate, t, = 0.8 cm.

Using Chesler's experimentally determined constant

G = 0.17, then gives:
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magnetic length, LM, = 2.8 cm ;

and using (^3^ keV = °*3351 x 2%ro
along with the constants listed in paragraph h.7(b),

leads toi

a VL = 0.819 x 10 2 uncorrected for
c

scattering.

Referring to the expression

=
_

(1 + aLn)

for the single scattering correction quoted in paragraph

14..7(h); since the quantity b contains the factor

k .8 , on integrating over the length of the magnet some
—o

average of this factor must be inserted to take account of

magnetic end effects. However, this is similar to the

averaging of p(x) cos ty(x) which occurs in the expression

for the magnetic length of the magnet, and so the length,

L, appearing in the numerator of the expression for ijr*
should be replaced by the magnetic length, IM, when end

effects are taken account of. When this substitution has

been made, then, of course, k0*JsL must be set equal to
kQ S. Because the quantity a contains no spin-dependent
factor, the length appearing in the denominator of

remains the total length, L.

These considerations then lead to, for the transmission

magnet used here, and 10% energy discrimination:

/ -2
ac"vL = 0.910 x 10 (corrected for single

scattering).
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And when the calculations are extended to account for a

multiple scattering correction:

This latter efficiency will "be taken as the calculated

polarisation-detection efficiency of the transmission

magnet when calculating the circular polarisation, P_» of

the Y-rays. The uncertainty in this calculation of the

magnet efficiency is largely due to the uncertainty in

knowing the behaviour of the magnetisation, and hence the

magnetic length. With the difference between the expected

value of 0.25 and the measured value of 0.17 for Chesler*s

constant, C, as a rough measure of the uncertainty in

estimating the contribution of the magnet cheek plates to

the magnetic length, the uncertainty in the magnetic length

is then

(0.25 - 0.17)(0.8)(2) cm. = 0.13 cm., or 5% .

A rough estimate of the uncertainty in the polarisation-

detection efficiency of 10%, will then take account of the

unknown fringe field effects, and also the uncertainty, due

to the approximations, in the multiple scattering correction

calculation. .

a V L 2
The calculated value of - —) is then

—k
-0.22 x 10 , which is considerably lower than the mean

of the experimental "magnetic lengths".

a VL 0.938 x 10 2 (corrected for multiple
scattering),c
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l.b The Circular Polarisation Results

Table 7.2 displays the coincidence asymmetry measure¬

ments, and the T circular polarisation, P_, obtained from
w

these results and the calculated polarisation-detection

efficiency of the magnet. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the

daily results of the measured true coincidence asymmetry

in chronological order for each angle Spy.
The two values quoted in Table 7.2 for the asymmetry

in the true coincidences are calculated from the data in

different ways. The upper number is the weighted mean of
N

AN 1 )

the daily products of (1 + and (asymmetry in total
WCT

coincidences), while the lower number is the result of

multiplying the separately evaluated weighted means of each

of these two factors. If the apparatus is working satis¬

factorily, then these two estimates are expected to agree.

In fact, these two differently calculated values agree very

well at all angles except 1U0°, where there is a very large

discrepancy between them, suggesting malfunctioning of the

apparatus. Indeed, when the daily results for 1U0° were

examined, it was found that the random to true coincidence

rate ratio showed very large variations from day to day.
N

A range of from 0.3 to 15 existed, which compared
NCT

very unfavourably with the spread of from 7.6 to 8.6 at

180°.
The reasons for this peculiar behaviour at 11+0 could

be gross drifting of the coincidence resolving time,



r)f
= 120

WEIGHTED
MEAN

1 WEIGHTED

J MEAN



%=160

9^=90

WEIGHTED

MEAN

WEIGHTED

MEAN

TIME (days)

FIGURE 7.2
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severe gain shifts in the Y channel causing drifting of the

Y window away from the 31+U keV peak, or else a combination
*CR

of both. The occurrence of values for of as low as

CT
0.3 suggests the former suggestion. Certainly, during

o
August, when the lhO counts were recorded, the laboratory

temperature often rose abnormally high. Whatever the
o

reason, it was decided that, in the case of the li+O measure¬

ments, the value of the asymmetry in the true coincidence

counts obtained from the product of the two weighted means,

1.e. the lower number, was more valid than the upper number,
o

because at 11+0 each of these two weighted means and their

product was typical of the corresponding values obtained

at other angles, whereas the upper quoted number is highly

untypical when compared with its counterparts. Complete

justification of this choice must remain tentative until a

o
thorough analysis of the 140 data has been carried out.

p is plotted as a function of © . in Pig. 7.3^
r •

where the angular error flag3 give the uncertainties in the
mean angj

degrees.

mean angles which are estimated to be about + 3

When was set ex¬

perimentally at 180°, the presence of the large (3 solid

angle meant that the mean angle of acceptance was about 30°
6

so the result listed in Table 7.2 under ©j^Y = 180 has
been plotted at ©^ = 150°. The iiottod curve in Pig. 7.3
is a typical theoretical curve given by Alexander and

Steffen^0^, and is drawn here for comparison, to give the

expected magnitude of Pe.



table7.2

»br degrees

Total Coincidences perPhase

RandomtoTime Coincidences ncr

.'i
AsymmetryinTotal Coincidences

AsymmetryinTrue Coincidences

P

c

180°

6

5x10

7.91^0.05

(+0.50^0.50)10"3
(+0.1+3-0.1+5)10~"2 or̂

(KJ.1+5±0.U5)10
+0.1+6^0.52

160°
t

6x105

12.3^0.3

(+2.0^1.0)10~"3

(2.2-1.3)10~2 or _o
(2.7±1.1+)10

2.3-1.6

11+0°

2x106

8.8^0.5

(+0.61+^0.5U)10~3
(+0.09-0.1+3)l0~2 or _o

(0.63±0.56)10
0•67-O•66

120°

5x105

9.1+-0.3

(-0.38HD.96)10~3
(-0.1+1*0.99)10~2 or _p

( -0.1+0-0.99)10
0.1+-1.1

90°

1+x105

8.38-0.06

(+0.18^0.13)10~3
(+1.7-1.2)10"2 pr _2

(+1.7-1.2)10
+1.8^1.3

o

3

H

5

1+x10

1+1+-3

(-0.3^0.7)lo"3
(-2.6-2.8)lo"2

y-y

'

?r.2
(-1.3-3.0)10



FIGURE 7.3
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Table 7.2 also contains the result of an experimental

estimate of the contribution to the coincidence counts from

T-T coincidences. A thick perspex sheet placed

immediately in front of the (3 counter filtered off all the

P particles. The significance of this measurement is that

from the large ratio of random to true coincidences it can

be inferred that Y-Y coincidences contribute, at most,

about 20% of the total coincidences.

7.5 ^jfiLsaaalaa of 3&g Eaaalia

The very large spread and the uncertainty in the

measured values of Pc» as shown in Pig. 7.3» unfortunate¬
ly prevent a meaningful evaluation of the correlation co¬

efficients A^(W) and A^(W) being carried out. This
failure to be able to extract nuclear information from

circular polarisation measurements on this (3-Y cascade is

not without precedent. Collin, Daniel and Schmitt^"^
obtained rather a poor result for this measurement, and

gave no satisfactory reason or any discussion. On the

other hand, Alexander and Steffen^"^ measured (3-Y

directional and p-circularly polarised Y correlations for

this cascade, and from their results and the log ft value

(corrected for the non-statistical spectrum shape) they

were able to extract values for the matrix elements. These

successful measurements of Pc carried an uncertainty of
about 20 to 30%. An earlier result obtained by Berthier

(39)
et al. , who also used the forward scattering method,
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was also sufficiently accurate to enable values of the

nuclear matrix elements to be extracted.

By far the largest sources of uncertainty in the

results of this experiment have been due to poor counting

statistics and instrumental drifts - the problem of knowing

accurately the magnetic length of the magnet has proved to

be relatively insignificant. Prom the observed coincidence

counts, the uncertainty expected statistically in the

asymmetry in the total coincidence rates is about
«*"5

0.3 x 10 for 20 days counting. The standard deviations

measured at 180° and lh0° (where the counting time was

about 20 days) are about twice this expected magnitude,

showing that instrumental effects are contributing signi¬

ficantly to the uncertainties in the results.

Examination of the chronological plotting of the daily

results in Pig, 7.1 and Pig. 7.2 suggests that there may

well be some long term trends in the data. When more

counts have been collected at angles other than 180°, the

daily results will be scrutinised for such trends, which

will then be removed using the techniques described by
(hO)

Cruse and Hamilton

When this project was being planned, it was not fully

appreciated that the superabundance of T rays of energy
152

greater than 3kk keV emitted from a Eu source would make

such a large scattered contribution to the Y count at 3hh

keV. Pig. 6.2 and Pig. 6.3 give an indication of the mag¬

nitude of this effect. Also, since the 3 group being

investigated has only a 6% feed, it has been necessary to
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152
use a strong EU source, thus increasing this troublesome

Y background. Another reason why a strong source of 6 mC

was necessary is that, in the transmission method of

circular polarisation measurement, severe attenuation of

the Y ray beam occurs on passage through the iron. In the

forward scattering method this problem does not arise to

such an extent, and the collected Y intensity can therefore

be much higher. In addition, the polarisation-detection

efficiency of a forward scattering magnet can be as high

as compared with about 3% for a transmission

magnet; (1% in the present case).
The strong source, which had to be employed, intro¬

duced electronic problems arising from the resulting high

0 counting rates. The pulse pile-up problem has already

been referred to in paragraph 6.2, and the large number of

random coincidence counts (obvious from the measured values
N

p
of quoted in Table 7,2) gave rise to a very large

CT
"noise" contribution to the available information. If it

had been possible to reduce the coincidence resolving time,

say to 2 f = 10 nS, then a considerable improvement in the

"signal to noise ratio" could have been made. This was not

possible, however, because the photomultiplier tubes, which

were chosen to be of the "Venetian blind" type of construc¬

tion to minimise the effects of stray magnetic fields,

unfortunately exhibited a large time spread.

The limitation of the coincidence counting rate due to
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photon absorption in the transmission magnet is a feature

of this method of measuring photon circular polarisation

which makes it rather less suitable than the forward

scattering method for measuring p-Y correlations in

many cases. However, the transmission method has been

extensively used in experiments which investigate the

circular polarisation of bremsstrahlung and of Y rays

emitted in transitions between nuclear levels containing
(1+1.U2)

parity admixtures •
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